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ChapterChapter ,> 

Thee clothing sector in the Netherlands 

AsAs a result of the new importance of "fashion "and "quality ", 
manymany traders and retailers again became interested in "honie-productioii ". 

However,However, by that time the sector had already left the country. 
II  he way was free to start a new system^ 

(Dee Wider 1992: 269) 

3.11 Introductio n 

11 his chapter focuses on relatively straightforward questions, that is, with questions 
suchh as who produces what for whom, who sells what to whom, and who buys what 
fromm whom. In particular it wil l focus on where all these activities take place. As indi-
catedd in the introduction, one underlying question is, to what extent has the Dutch 
clothingg sector, after its decline and runaway after i960, experienced a recovery, or a 
re-runaway.re-runaway. A second underlying question is, what has been the contribution of mi-
grantt entrepreneurs to this recovery of clothing production in the Netherlands. For 
thee moment I wil l simply try to answer these questions in a somewhat naive way, bv 
concentratingg on what is going on, not so much on why this is the case. In other words 1 
wil ll  try to map the changes that have taken place in Dutch clothing production, retail-
ing,, consumption, and trade. 

AA good map needs a good legend. Therefore in section 3.2 of this chapter I will give 
ann overview of who is who in the sector, and distinguish the different actors that play a 
rolee in it. Even though this research focuses on the period after 19S0, section 3.3 dis-
cussess the development and the decline of the clothing industry in the Netherlands 
beforee that time. A discussion of the antecedents of contemporary developments in 
thee sector wil l enable me to better understand how actors behave today. In section 3.4 
11 will show how since 1980 (parts of) the sector recovered from the crisis. In this the 
emergencee of migrant-run clothing firms played an important role. Section .̂5 deals 

544 with the changing pattern of import and subcontracting that developed after 1980. In 
sectionn 3.6 I will argue that these developments can best be described as a process of 
regwnalisationregwnalisation of clothing supply for some segments of the clothing market. 
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3.22 W h o is who in the clothing sector 

'' The newest Wehkamp catalogue, 8~2 pages long, all pages full colour, 
undeniablyundeniably tells much more about our contemporary national identity 

thanthan all opinion pages oj weekly and daily newspapers combined.' 
(Biersmaa 1995: 16) 

Too understand the structure of the clothing industry it is useful to place it within the 
totall  value chain for clothing, that is, in the context of all activities that bring value 
addedd to the garment. The relevance of this is that the spatial organisation of produc-
tionn in the clothing industry is not only related to activities in the clothing industry in 
aa narrow sense, hut also to connected activities in textiles and retailing. Moreover, the 
clothingg industry itself encompasses a number of different actors. 

Thee clothing industry encompasses all activities involved in the making of clothing 
fromm fabric, or, in the case of knitted garments, from yarn. Even though it is con-
nected,, the clothing industry should be distinguished from the textile industry, which 
focusess on the production of yarn and fabric from natural or man-made raw materials. 
Aroundd 50 percent of all textiles produced are used in the clothing industry (Dicken 
1992:: 235).' The clothing industry sells its output to consumers through several distri-
butionbution channels (see figure 3.1). 

FIGUREE 3.1 The clothing industry in the context of other activities in the value chain for 

clothing g 

textilee industry —> clothing industry —> distribution channels —t consumers 

Ass to the textile industry, it is centred on the production of yarn {spinning) from differ-
entt raw materials, which is then either woven or knitted into fabric. Man-made fibres 
cann (often) be woven without being spun. Through these man-made fibres the textile 
industryy is linked to the chemical industry. Design phvs a role in fabric production in the 
materiall  used, the patterns in the weaving or knitting, and the dyeing. I o give special 
characteristicss to the fabric it finally goes through a process of finishingisce figure 3.2). 

FIGUREE 3.2 Activities in the textile industry 

knitting g 

raww —> design —> spinning —> —> dyeing and 
materialss finishing 

weaving g 

However,, the clothing industry itself also consists of a number of different activities. 
Garmentss first have to be designed. Designs are then tised, in the case of knitting, as 
patternss tor the knitting industry (in the case of socks for example). In most cases, 
however,, the design has to be cut out of (knitted or woven) fabric. After the cut ting the 
garmentt must be assembled. This encompasses a number of different tasks, ranging 
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fromm the actual sewing, to locking, button-hole-making and to button-attaching. 
Thereafter,, the garment has to be ironed and finished, taking away anv loose threads, 
andd packing it for transportation. Lastlv, the industry has to market its product to its 
customers.. In some cases firms in the clothing industry- undertake all of the acriyities 
indicatedd in figure 3.3. However, mam- firms focus on selected acriyities only. As wil l 
bee discussed later in this chapter, many Dutch clothing firms concentrated their activ-
itiess more and more on the design and marketing of garments, subcontracting out the 
moree labour intensive parts of production to other firms, inside or outside the Nether-
lands.. As a result two different kinds of firms exist in the sector, next to the fully inte-
gratedd firms that undertake all activities; the head-tail firms that concentrate on design 
andd marketing; and the contract-clothing firms that work for other parts of the clothing 
industryy on a contract basis, focusing mainly on assembly (see figure 3.3). 

FIGUREE 3.3 Activities in the clothing industry 

designn -^ cutting -H> assembly —> ironing —> finishing —> marketing 

Also,, as far as distribution is concerned, a number of different actors and activities 
exist.. Some clothing manufacturers sell their output directly to consumers, through 
theirr own shops. In many cases, however, the product is sold through larger or smaller 
retailers,, department stores, mail order companies, markets or discount chains. These 
retailerss order their stock themselves directly from the manufacturer, or do this via 
otherr firms (for instance trading companies, agents or wholesalers). Trading com-
paniess focus on clothing imports; agents sell clothing from (a) specific manufac-
turer's)) to retailers; wholesalers keep a stock of clothing for sale to retailers. Whereas 
largee retailers are better able to profitably organise this buying themselves, smaller re-
tailerss have started buying co-operatives to profit from economies of scale in ordering 
(seee figure 3.4). 

FIGUREE 3.4 Activities in distribution 

smalll retailer 

(tradingg company) la rge retailer 

manufacturerr --> (wholesaler) —* department store —> consumer* 

(buyingg co-operative) market 

(agent)) mail order companies 

discountt chains 

** In some cases the consumer buys directly at the manufacturer. 

Inn this chapter I wil l discuss the activities undertaken by the different actors men-
tionedd in this section. Since this stud}- is about the spatial organisation of production 
inn the r/W?/;/£ industry, the main emphasis wil l be on the activities ranging from de-
signingg of the garment to finishing it. However, as 1 have indicated in chapter 2, the 
spatiall  organisation of production can only be understood as the outcome of bargain-
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ingg processes in an industrial complex (for which actors in the entire value chain for 
clothingg are relevant), developments in textiles and (especially) distribution wil l plav 
ann important role. 

3.33 Histor y of the sector 

''' [hjrom the dawn of hiStoiy until today, there is nota hunuiu institution 
whichwhich has not been importantly affected by the clothes we wear.' 

(l.angnerr 1991: 4) 

Thee clothing industry - in the Netherlands nor in other industrialised countries -
is,, unlike the textile industry, not an 'original sector in the hrst take-off (Rostow, 
ass quoted in Deane 1987: 87). Whereas Dutch textile production dates back to the 
Middlee Ages and was rapidly industrialised in the beginning of the 191' century in the 
easternn region of Twente (cotton) and the southern province of Brabant (especially in 
thee town of I llburg, wool), clothing production remained non-industnahsed, taking 
placee in small firms, with a low level of mechanisation. Even though the abolition of 
guildd legislation in 181S in the Netherlands allowed for new forms of production, it 
tookk a while before industrialisation actually took place. Clothing is a sector where in-
dustriall  production in large-scale plants only developed in the 20" century, and even 
thenn maintained many artisanal features (low capital intensity, multipurpose machin-
ery)) (Phizacklea 1992: 96). The nucleus of clothing production during the 191' century 
wass the tailor (for outerwear) and the seamstress (for under- and nighrwear and 
women'ss outerwear), working by themselves, with a few helpers, or in small-scale 
workshops.. In 1850 in Amsterdam there were only a handful of larger companies 
wheree approximately 50 to 60 tailors worked together (De Leeuw 1991: 50). Moreover, 
aa considerable share of clothing was still produced by families - read women - them-
selves.. Despite the invention in 1846 by hlias Howe of the first well functioning sew-
ingg machine - developed further and marketed by Isaac Singer — most sewing work in 
thee Netherlands in the middle of the century still took place by hand. 

11 he distribution of clothing before 1850 was not well developed either. It was still 
mainlyy connected to the producer, although around 1820 the first clothing shop was 
establishedd in Amsterdam (Jansen 1991). Customers came to the tailor to have their 
measurementss taken and to place their orders. Next to this, Jews, who had migrated 
fromm Eastern Europe to Amsterdam in the 171 and [811 century and who tinder the 
guildd legislation had been excluded from clothing production, were especially active 
ass traders in used clothing (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 12). Since most clothing was still 
madee by families themselves, the shops and peddlers that did exist mostly traded in 
fabric.. In this trade Roman-Catholic immigrants from Westphalia, importing fabric 
fromm their native towns in Germany, played an important role, especially in the north 
off  the Netherlands. 

Demandd for clothing, however, had changed slowly but substantially since the 
Frenchh Revolution (see also Mink Rath et al. 1994: 191-193). In particular iti mens 
fashionn it had led to a homogenisation of taste, the black suit becoming the rule for the 
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nobilityy and the upcoming bourgeoisie, as well as the Sundav best of the lower classes 
(hliass 19 s 5: 32-33). F ven though in women s fashion this tendency was visible too, the 
developmentt of the Paris' haute couture, especially in the second empire of "Napoleon 
111,, led to a continuation of larger differentiation <//;i7 change in die dress of women, 
borr more casual clothing and leisure wear (for instance sports clothing) London be-
camee the point of reference for the Dutch market. Haute couture contributed to a 
moree centrally orchestrated fashion on a European scale, where tailors had to sub-
scribee to fashion magazines in order to provide their customers with the latest models. 
Itt also stimulated Dutch imports. Buyers from the Netherlands visited Paris frequent-
lyy to buy the newest look for their customers (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 52). Fven though 
suchh fashion trickled down to lower classes too, it was not until Chanel in the early 20T !l 

centuryy that the haute coutiire and the mass market for women's clothing became 
moree connected (see for instance Wilson 19S5). 

TheThe emergence of a clothing industry 

Itt was against this background of clothing production and distribution that the devel-
opmentt of ready-made clothing production started of in the second half of the ly'1' 
century.. I his took two forms: the first form involved the Roman Catholic - West-
faliann - immigrant peddlers in fabric (for instance Lampe, Brenninkmeyer); who set 
upp (wholesale) shops in fabric, which they later extended to shops for readv-made gar-
mentss (Miellet 1993: 22-27). ' ^ne garments they sold were partly imported, but also 
partlyy produced by these entrepreneurs themselves. This led to a growth in imports of 
clothingg in the Netherlands, from 2 million guilders in 1864 to 5.3 million guilders in 
1H79,, mainly from Germany (De Leeuw 1991: 117). Moreover, it made Groningen in 
particular,, in the north of the Netherlands, an important centre for clothing produc-
tionn (De Leeuw iyyi : 116). I his industry was at first based on homework and only at 
thee beginning of the First World War shifted to factorv-based production (De Leeuw 
1991:: 183). 1 his earliest ready-made garment production started off with standardised 
productss such as uniforms and focused more on the less fashion sensitive men's wear 
thann on women s outerwear, brom the north of the country these immigrants also 
openedd up new ready-made garment (and other) shops (for instance the shops of 
Sinkel,, Bahlmann, Gerzon) in other parts of the country, especially in Amsterdam, 
whichh also led to the establishment of new workshops for ready-made garment pro-
duction.. According to Flias (195s: 33) the first ready-made clothing producer in the 
Netherlandss was Hugo Werner in 184H in Amsterdam. 

11 he second form of ready-made clothing production was taken up bv tailors and 
traderss in used clothing. Since most of a tailor's orders were concentrated in a few-
months,, for much of the year thev were less busy. Some tailors, therefore, started pro-
ducingg ready-made clothing in the low season, which thev then sold as readv-made gar-
mentss in their workshops. Certain garments, such as socks, underwear, and gloves 
couldd more easily be made to stock. As said before Jews held a particularly strong pos-
itionn in the trading of used clothing, and during the 19 century from this position 
extendedd their activities to readv-made clothing distribution and production.' I he 
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infloww of Jewish migrants from Eastern Hu.rope in the second half of the centurv gave 
thiss process further momentum (Rath 1998). Amsterdam was the main centre for this 
(Wolff-Gerzonn 1949: 36). The Hollandia Fabrieken Kattenburg, established in 1909 by 
thee Jew Jacques Kattenburg in Amsterdam, provide a good example (Miellet 1993: 161). 

Bothh developments led to an increase in the production of ready-made clothing in 
thee Netherlands after 1870 (Jansen 1991). The number of clothing producers between 
18899 and 1909 increased bv 33 percent {from 60,000 to 80,000) (De Leeuw 1991: 187). 
Thiss increase in production, however, was hardly accounted for by a growth in large-
scale,, capital intensive manufacturing; in 1911 there were 75 clothing factories in 
Amsterdam,, of which 9 employed more than 9 workers and only 31 worked with 
mechanicall  power. Apart from this there were 109 larger clothing producing firms, 48 
contract-clothingg firms and i on registered small firms or home workers (De Leeuw 
1991:: 185). In 1914 there were still 'hundreds of tailors in Amsterdam (De Leeuw 1991: 
187),, In 1900 the city was the centre of lingerie production in the Netherlands (a cloth-
ingg segment that became factorv-based relatively early (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 62)), con-
centratingg on lower quality goods whilst the rest was imported from abroad (De 
Leeuww 1991; 183). 

Mostt imports came from Germany. The tailors working for the lower social strata 
weree especially vulnerable to competition from these imports of ready-made clothing. 
Clothingg for the higher social classes was sometimes imported from Great Britain or 
occasionallyy France, although the tailor in this market segment remained important, 
especiallyy in women's wear. It took until the 1920s - when the quality of ready-made 
clothingg had improved considerably - before these groups started consuming 
ready-madee clothing (De Leeuw 1991: 181). It was approximately around 1910 that the 
Dutchh clothing industry was able to compete with German imports of men's wear on 
pricee and quality. 

Distribution Distribution 

Inn distribution, the era after 1850 witnessed the development of the grands magazins, 
thee large departments stores and the shopping arcades, which F.mile Zola and Walter 
Benjaminn describe in their oeuvre. Such new stores at first offered their goods from 
Pariss to Dutch customers by mail. Only after 1880 were such stores also established in 
thee Netherlands (see Wolff-Gerzon 1949), the Winkel van Sinkel - the shop of 
Sinkell  - being the exception as the first Dutch retailer, which in 1832 already had 
shopss in four cities, amongst which Amsterdam, and in i860 started selling ready-
madee garments (Jansen 1991: 42). In particular the number of men's ready-to-wear 
clothingg shops increased. An example is Peek & (kloppenburg - originally established 
bvv two Westfalian immigrants in Rotterdam - which sold import clothing from Brit- 59 

ainn or Germanv, but also manufactured clothing in a workshop in Rotterdam after 
19200 (Miellet 1993: 142-155). Kreymborg also opened men's wear shops, which he 
manufacturedd in a large workshop in Amsterdam. The union between the two Am-
sterdamm fabric stores of the Dutchman Vroom and Dreesmann, a catholic immigrant 
fromm Wesrfalen, in 1890 led to the establishment of one of the Netherlands' largest 

http://Hu.ro
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retailers,, V& D (Midler 1993: 80-9^). Women's readv-ro-wear shops existed from 
aroundd 1900, and sold mainly imported German clothing. The Bijenkorf, another 
contemporaryy large department store, was started by the Jew Simon Goudsmit as a 
wholesalee shop in fabric in 1869 and began selling knitted women's ready-made gar-
mentss in 1895 (M iel let 1993: 98). Clemens and August Hrenninkmeijer, Roman Cath-
olicc immigrants horn Wesrfalia, set tip their first establishment in fabric, coats and 
women'ss outerwear ( C \ A ) in Amsterdam in 1893, after starting off as peddlers in the 
northernn province of friesland (Miellet 1993: 194-209). kittl e by littl e these firms set 
tipp branches in other Dutch cities, and even in other countries. Most of these shops 
stilll  had a workshop and a tailor connected to them. If was not until after 1900 that 
thesee firms turned into real department stores (Wolff-Ger/.on 1949: 77). 

TheThe First World War and depression 

Thee first World War caused a drop in demand for made to measure clothing (Jansen 
1991:: 163). Production of cheap ready-made garments was on the other hand stimu-
latedd bv the temporary' cessation of imports during rhe war (Jansen 1991: 150). During 
thee 'roaring 1920s', changes in fashion, spread bv the now widely visited cinemas, gave 
aa new impulse to demand. Demand became not only larger, but also more standard-
isedd in nature. In fact, fine and Leopold (1993: 64) conclude that these developments 
inn demand were crucial in the emergence of industrialisation in clothing: 'Increasing 
demandd for a wide range of goods and clothing was as important in industrialisation 
ass the invention of new methods of production. 

Untill  1930 therefore rhe number of clothing producing companies grew substan-
tially,, manv of these firms being started bv retailers (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 85). In the 
workshopp of the women's outerwear shop") Ger/on in Amsterdam, around 1,000 
womenn were working (Miellet 1993: i""6). C&A in 1919 started the clothing factor}' 
Nederlandschee Confectie-Industrie in Amsterdam. In 1938 they took over the textile 
factor}'' of August Niemever, also in Amsterdam (Miellet 1993: 202). The above men-
tionedd Hollandia Kattenburg became the largest producer of rain clothing in the 
world.. Peek & Cloppenburg opened their clothing factory in Rotterdam m 1926, 
which,, from 1941 onwards, was called the w Nederlandsche Kledingindustrie. 

Mostt of this production was in men's outerwear: In 1938 the Dutch industry pro-
ducedd so million guilders worth of men's outerwear as compared to 12.5 million guil-
derss worth of women s outerwear (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: i"o). However, bv that time 
readv-inadee clothing had also conquered women's wear; 65 percent of all women 
boughtt readv-made garments (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 92). Some firms even experienced 
problemss in finding personnel. I he Haarlem based stocking factory Kousenfabrieken 

600 Hin for instance, started recruiting workers from Germany (Chemnitz) and Czecho-
slovakiaa (Baars & Lindijer 199"': 33). 

Thee economic crisis in the 1930s disturbed this rosy picture. I he recession led to a 
dropp in the demand for clothing. In reaction to this, new low-price retailers were es-
tablished,, which, through central large-scale buying, provided cheap clothing. In 1926 
thee owners of the Bijenkorf set up the first HFMA, focusing on cheap products for mass 
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consumptionn against unitary prices. Two years later there were already 10 MI-MA S in 
differentt cities (Miellet 1993: 114). C&A also profited from this development, with its 
imagee of being value for money. After 1932 the Dutch government introduced meas-
uress designed to protect the domestic market. This led to an increase in the share of 
domesticc production in consumption, which especially profited the women s clothing 
industryy (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 100). Moreover, between the wars, many German Jews 
fledd to the Netherlands bringing with them valuable experience in the clothing indus-
tryy and trade. Their arrival contributed to the modernisation of the industry and the 
risee of Amsterdam as the Dutch centre for the clothing industry after the Second 
Worldd War (Jansen 1991: 142). The main aspect of this modernisation was a further 
divisionn of labour, in which every worker only performed a single task in the produc-
tionn process of a garment. This Taylorist labour process was mainly introduced in 
men'ss clothing (Wolff-Cierzon 1949: 112). Leydesdorff (1987: 196-202) points out that 
thee arrival of new workers also led to even lower wages and longer working hours in 
thee industry. 

TheThe Second World War 

Thee Second World War had a huge impact on the industry and distribution. Presser 
(1965:190)) reports that at the beginning of the war out of 32,319 employers in the cloth-
ingg and cleaning industries in the Netherlands 1,043 w e r e Jewish, whereas out of the 
102,8488 workers in these sectors 5,301 were Jewish. In Amsterdam there were 13,500 
workerss in clothing production, of which 11,000 were women, and a large proportion 
off  them were Jewish (Heertje 1977: 123). In fact 20 percent of the Jewish population of 
Amsterdamm worked in the clothing industry (Leydesdorff 1987: 195). In Amsterdam 
raidss against Jewish firms started in February 1941. Most of the Jews active in the in-
dustryy were deported and killed in concentration camps. The Hollandia Fabrieken 
Kattenburgg in Amsterdam and the connected Magazijn Nederland received an enor-
mouss blow; half of the workers at Hollandia were Jewish. Although workers at Hol-
landiaa and their families were at first exempt from deportation because of the import-
ancee of the factory, in 1942 they were also deported to Westerbork, and to extermin-
ationn camps (Presser 1965: 307-308). Maison Hirsch, an upmarket retailer in women's 
outerwear,, never recovered from the Verwaltung, the take-over of firms by the Ger-
mans.. Also, many firms were closed or demolished, their machinery and stocks being 
stolen,, whilst others were forced to partly work for exports to Germany (Wolff-Gerzon 
1949:: 119). Retailers were also affected by the war. 'Fhe V& D establishments in Arnhem, 
Middelburgg and Nijmegen for instance, were completely destroyed (Miellet 1993: 94). 
Inn Rotterdam this counted for the Bijenkorf and HI-M A as well. The Jewish members 
off  the board of the Bijenkorf were forced to retreat from their position in 1941, as were 
manvv other employees; in 194? a German board was nominated (Miellet 1993: 106). 
Duringg the war the government had taken a strong intervening role in the sector by the 
rationingg of clothing, which continued until 1949. After that year distribution of 
clothingg was given free (De Vylder 1992: 64). A reorganisation of firms was imposed 
whichh led to a concentration of companies in the industry. 
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RecoveryRecovery of the sector 

Outt ot the destruction of the war the Dutch clothing industry experienced a strong 
growthh - although growth was not as strong as in other industrial sectors (Brandsma 
1970).. The Marshall funds provided a boost for the textile industry especially (bv pro-
vidingg cheap raw materials), and also, through the inflow of used American clothing 
too the Dutch market, stimulated fashion of more readv-made character (De Wider 
1992:: 64). There does nor seem to have been a shortage of workers in clothing, despite 
thee annihilation of an important part of its workforce in the Holocaust. The low cap-
itall  intensity of the sector made the extension of capacity relatively easy. The (tempor-
ary)) absence of competition from Germany also provided more room for Dutch pro-
ducerss (Jansen 1991: 260). Low-wage policy, as agreed upon hv employers, unions and 
thee state, maintained the profitability of the clothing industry, keeping wages below 
thatt in neighbouring countries (see section 5.3). The number of firms (with more than 
100 workers) increased from 751 in 1947 to 941 in 1950 and decreased afterwards to 87-4 
inn i960 (CBS). Counting all firms the number was around 1,300 in 1950 (Elias 1955: 
40).. In 1947 the industry employed about 40,000 people (De Vylder 1992: 66), bv 
19500 60,000 workers (Jansen 1991: 260) and in i960 this number had risen to 66,800 
wotkerss (Broer 1977: 91). Production in 1950 valued 750 million guilders (Elias 1955: 
40).. I he index for the value of production increased from 100 in 1953 to 167 in 1961 
(Jansenn 1991: 272). Also, the Netherlands became an important exporter of clothing 
withinn Europe; it provided 24 percent of the intra-KEC trade in clothing in 1958, which 
waswas moree than the German or French share. On the other hand it also imported a sub-
stantiall  share of intra-KEC trade: almost 40 percent of the total (Broer 1977: 101)! Since 
thee qualify of ready-made garments continued to improve, made to measure produ-
cerss declined in importance. In 1949 there still were 8,914 made to measure firms in 
thee Netherlands (excluding tailors working for retailers), of which in 1964 only 3,328 
weree left (Jansen 1991: 272). 

Itt is striking that in the immediate aftermath of the war rhe share of women's wear 
inn the Dutch clothing production was higher than before the war (Wolff-Ger/.on 
1949:: 170), whereas in comparison to the pre-war situation, the share of mens wear 
(althoughh still most important) declined. Men's wear could increasingly be imported. 
Importss of men's wear were more than 4 times higher than women's wear in 194"", as 
comparedd to the opposite situation in 1938 (Wolff-Gerzon 1949: 169). Although com-
paredd to other countries, men's wear remained relatively important in the Nether-
lands,, in rhe post-war period the share of women's wear increased. 

Inn 1953, 63 percent of all workers in the industry were concentrated in the large cit-
iess (Broer 1977: 86). Amsterdam alone, in i960, accounted for 21 percent of all work-
erss and 29 percent of all firms (Broer 1977: 88), and the cities of Rotterdam and 
Groningenn maintained a substantial share. The industry was also partly located in the 
Dutchh textile producing regions of Twente and Brabant. However, over rhe 1950s the 
sharee of the large cities in employment decreased to 41 percent in 1963, reflecting a 
shiftt to the countryside where labour was more widely available. In other words, a pro-
cesss of decentralisation took place. Whereas the number of workers in the clothing 
industryy in the Netherlands as a whole rose bv 10.3 percent between 1950 and 1963, the 
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numberr of workers in the industry in Amsterdam decreased from 26.^?? worker in 

19500 to 15,^02 in 1963, a decline or 41.2 percent (Brandsma 19-70: 12). The larger firms 
inn particular left the capital for other areas, leading to a decline in the size of firms in 
Amsterdamm to under the national average.1 This led to the growth of the industry in 
thee south of the Netherlands: Brabant and Limburg increased their share in the num-
berr of firms from 17 percent in i960 to 26 percent in 1968, and their share in the num-
berr of workers from 22 percent to 30 percent. It was mainly the standardised segment 
off  the clothing market that was relocated to the countryside, whereas production tor 
thee more fashion sensitive market remained in the bigger cities (Broer 1977: 87).'" I he 
industryy in Amsterdam - even though it kept a considerable position in men s wear 
andd underwear too - was especially strong in the women's and girls' wear segment of 
thee market (Wolff-Cierzon 1949: 173). It also had a relatively large share of contract-
clothingg (Brandsma 1970: 8). 

DistributionDistribution after the war 

Changess also took place in clothing distribution. After the abolishment of controls on 
distributionn in 1949, the retailing of clothing slowly recovered during the 1950s. hspe-
ciallvv when the low-wage policy became less prominent and spending on clothing in-
creased,, the sector grew. In a way, this made dress more egalitarian. Dior's New Look, 
launchedd in 1947, contributed to this: 'What made his move so innovative was that 
copiess of his style soon became available in "ready-to-wear" (...) Never before had 
highh fashion (or copies of it) been so available' (Robinson 1991: 326). In retailing itself, 
self-servicee meant a revolution. Retailers grew in size, which put them in a stronger 
positionn versus the clothing producers, v& n in 1948 increased the co-ordination of 
buyingg between the different branches of its department stores and opened new 
branchess in different cities (Miellet 1993: 95)- The Bijenkorf focused more and more 
onn the higher market segments and was extended to other cities as well. It also intro-
ducedd franchising as a means to extend activities, which was used for instance for the 
FiEMAA chain (Miellet 1993: 120). Peek & Cloppenburg also doubled their number of 
branchess in the 1950s and 1960s. C&A had 27 branches in i960. These large distribu-
torss more and more imported clothing from abroad, thereby placing pressure on the 
clothingg producers (Jansen 1991: 263). They used trading companies to organise these 
importss for them, or kept their own agents in the main clothing exporting countries. 
Smalll  retailers bought their supplies directly from producers or from wholesalers. 
Thesee producers opened showrooms where the retailers came to buy their stock. 
Wholesalerss were used less frequently (Broer 1977: 134). The competition from na-
tionallyy operating chains of large retailers and department stores for many of the 
smallerr retailers became increasingly stronger. If in i960 small- and medium-sized 63 

retailerss accounted for 70 percent of clothing sales, in 1985 this had dropped to 50 per-
centt (Jansen 1991: 348). 
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TextileTextile production 

Ass to the supply of fabric and yarn ro the clothing industry, the Dutch textile industry 
playedd a major role. After its independence Indonesia was lost as an important export 
markett for the Dutch industry (especially in Twente), which made this industry more 
dependentt on the domestic market. Also, with the development of man-made fibres, 
thee Dutch industry, which focused especially on natural fibres, faced new competi-
tion.. New competition also came from abroad. After the recoyery of the German tex-
til ee industry this country became, together with Italv an important supplier of textiles 
too the Dutch clothing industry (Broer 197-7: 131). Also developing countries increased 
theirr share of Dutch clothing imports. The result of this was that Dutch clothing pro-
ducerss increasingly used foreign suppliers of textiles. 

IndustryIndustry structure in the 1960$ 

l.venn though, after the war, modernisation of the clothing industry increasingly did 
takee place, its structure at the beginning of the 1960s - the success period in terms of 
thee number of workers - still remained relatively traditional. The industry maintained 
itss high percentage of family-owned firms concentrating on traditional outerwear 
(women'ss coats, men's suits, rain clothing), for which demand was certainly not boom-
ing.. 1 he production of sportswear and women's outerwear - the growth markets - was 
stilll  less frequent (Scheffer 1992: IOI) . However, firms in Amsterdam, more than else-
wheree in the country, did concentrate on women's outerwear (21 percent of employ-
mentt in the industry in Amsterdam as compared to 8 percent in the whole country 
(Brandsmaa 1970: 8)). Most firms were small - even in 1970 84 percent of firms had less 
thann too workers (Broer 1977: 89). Firms in the industry in Amsterdam increasingly 
weree relatively smaller than in the rest of the country (the opposite of the immediate 
post-warr situation). In i960 the average Amsterdam firm in readv-made clothing em-
ployedd 38 workers, versus 53 for the Netherlands as a whole (Broer 1977: 88). Brandsma 
(19-0:: 8) finds an average of 25 per firm for the Netherlands and 15 for Amsterdam in 
thee whole clothing industry in 1963. Wages had been kept down during the 1950s, but 
startedd to increase during the 1960s. The wage index for 19-3 was 317 (196^100) (Broer 
1977:: 91). Such an increase in wage costs was not compensated for bv increases in pro-
ductivity.. In 1963 it was the industry with the lowest capital-output ratio in the Nether-
landss (Broer 1977: 90). Technological innovation was, apart from cutting and (later) 
designing,, rare. Also, the demand for clothing is income inelastic (around 1) (Nienhuis 
exx Pleijster 1986b: 14), and the share of clothing in consumption was therefore declin-
ing,, hven at its post-war height the industry thus maintained some weaknesses. 

Decline Decline 

Itt is therefore perhaps not surprising that after 1963 the Dutch clothing industry began 
too decline. If in 1961 there were still 898 firms with more than 10 workers in the indus-
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trv,, in it) -7! onlv 600 of these were lefr. and in 1980 only 3? 1 Of the 63,000 workers in 
rhe.see firms in 1961 only 41,000 were employed in 19^2, and 17680 in 1980 (excluding 
homee workers) (CBS). 1 he decline in employment in 1970 and 1971 was more than 10 
percent,, whereas between 1973 and 1975 the vearlv decline in the number of jobs sur-
passedd 15 percent! The index of production declined from 108 in 1964 to 76 in [974 
(rg^oo = 100) (Broer 1977: 90). The average annual growth of clothing production in 
thee Netherlands in the period 1965-1985 was -5.7 percent (Scheffer 1992: 52). Allegedly, 
inn 1980 two third of all employees in textiles and clothing worked in unprofitable 
companiess (De Groot & Evers 1983: 48). Although the decline was present in the 
wholee industry it was most strongly felt in men's outerwear production. The share of 
women'ss outerwear in the Dutch ready-made clothing production increased from 
355 percent in 1965 to 42 percent in 1979, whereas the share of men's outerwear declined 
fromm 39 percent to 28 percent (C;BS). Peek & Cloppenburg for instance stopped its 
productionn in the Netherlands in 1973 (Miellet 1993: 154). Whereas C&A maintained 
77 factories in the Netherlands at the beginning of the 1970s/ working under the brand 
namee Canda International and producing 20 percent of c&A sales, this was consider-
ablyy reduced during the 1970s. Made to measure tailors almost completely disap-
pearedd (Jansen 1991: 317). 

Thee decline hurted smaller companies even more than larger ones. As a result the 
sharee of smaller firms in the total number of firms and in the total number of workers 
declinedd (Broer 1977: 89), though this was partly the result of the fact that the Nether-
landss in the 1960s experienced the highest number of mergers in the clothing industry 
off  all EEC-countries (De Vylder 1992: 163). In Amsterdam the average size of firms 
remainedd smaller than in the rest of the country. 

Withinn the Netherlands the decline was more severe in the bigger cities than in the 
countryside;; part of the industry for instance relocated to the south of the country. 
Limburgg and Brabant in 1971 harboured 28 percent of all firms and 33 percent of all 
workers.. It especially touched Amsterdam, which in 1971 only housed 15 percent of all 
clothingg firms and 9 percent of all workers. Between 1963 and 1967 only, Amsterdam 
lostt a quarter of its employment in the clothing industry. Again larger companies in 
particularr disappeared from the capital (Brandsma 1970: 29), making the average size 
perr firm even smaller. Brandsma (1970: 34-35) concludes that the disappearance of the 
industryy from Amsterdam was only to a small extent the result of firms moving from 
Amsterdamm to elsewhere, but rather of firms ending their activities entirely. Also some 
firmsfirms maintained activities in design and marketing in Amsterdam, whilst relocating 
moree labour-intensive work. Within Amsterdam it was the contract-clothing indus-
try,, which focuses on the labour-intensive assembly of clothing (Broer 1977: 88-89), 
thatt was especially affected. The shift from Amsterdam was less prominent for fash-
ionablee clothing than for less fashionable clothing (Brandsma 1970: 55). Problems in 
findingfinding personnel seem to be the main reason why firms left the capital, even though 65 

thee recruitment of migrant workers partly compensated for this, as reflected in the 
recruitmentt of Filipino, Yugoslavian, Spanish and Portuguese female workers in the 
clothingg industry (Brandsma 1970: 54).'' 

http://rhe.se
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Runaway Runaway 

Burr the relocation or production from i960 onwards also became more international. 
II  his took three forms: the establishment or foreign subsidiaries bv Dutch firms; the 
subcontractingg of assemblv of clothing; and the imports of readv-made clothing. 
Hrstly,, Dutch firms started setting up their own production facilities in Belgium, 
aroundd Antwerp and in Belgian Limburg, while design and marketing staved in the 
headquarterss in the Netherlands (Broer 1 9 ": 114-121). From the second half of the 
1960ss Dutch firms also set up facilities in other countries, such as Portugal, Greece, 
Malta,, and especially Tunisia. Setting up vour own subsidiaries involves a relatively 
highh capital investment (as compared to imports or subcontracting) and therefore a 
relativelyy high risk. Such a relocation strategy leads to longer relatively more stable 
relationships.. It often occurs in market segments were large relatively stable demand 
prevailss (in jeans for instance) and where (control over) quality is important. In gen-
erall  in the clothing industry foreign direct investment, as through direct equity par-
ticipation,, has been relative!}' more limited than in other industries (Peck & Dicken 
1996:: in). 

Secondly,, Dutch companies started subcontracting labour-intensive assembly to 
otherr firms in other countries (Broer 1977: 122-129). I his had already existed as sub-
contractingg to contract-clothing firms in the Netherlands, which was mainly linked to 
thee peak periods in the clothing season, and aimed at making flexible use of personnel. 
Suchh local subcontracting, due to increasing wage costs, decreased in importance: 1 he 
numberr of contract-clothing firms (with more than 10 workers) in the Netherlands 
decreasedd from 271 in i960 to 148 in 1972 (Broer 1977: 89). Foreign subcontracting 
duringg the 1960s first involved Belgium, but soon also other countries, especially in 
Easternn Europe (Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia). In 1980 more than half of the value 
off  production of the Dutch clothing industry was accounted for bv subcontracting 
abroad,, to subsidiaries of Dutch firms or independent foreign firms (see table }.i) . 
11 his subcontracting, however, is constantly 'on the move', and also affects countries 
likee Italy, Greece, Romania, Bulgaria, and Turkey. When wages in a country rise, the 
industryy quickly moves to another location. Such subcontracting lends itself to quick 
responsee fashionable clothing production. 

TABLEE 3.1 Subcontracting of contract-clothing abroad as a percentage of total production 

off the Dutch ready-made garment industry* 

subcontractingsubcontracting as a % of clothing production 

24 4 

31 1 

41 1 

53 3 

** Both in own subsidiaries or in independent firms, so including both forms of relocation 
discussedd above. 

SourceSource CBS; Broer 1977; Burger 1996. 

year year 

1971 1 

1972 2 

1975 5 

1980 0 
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Thirdly,, international competition from imports strongly increased. Afrer the 1958 
establishmentt of the European Economic Community, these imports came from 
otherr European countries. To this day Germany remains one of the most important 
exporterss of clothing to the Dutch market. Italy also increased its exports. Eater Asian 
developingg countries, especially Hong Kong and South Korea, also became more im-
portantt (Scheffer 1992). Especially during the 1970s imports increased enormously. 
Thiss international competition took the form of retailers importing a rising percent-
agee of their orders. Trading companies were also active in this area. Even producing 
firmss themselves sometimes extend their activities to imports (a process called 'con-
verting'' (Broer 1977: 128)). Long lead times make imports especially apt for relatively 
stablee standard market segments. 

TABLEE 3.2 Imports of ready-made clothing (in million guilders) 

yearyear imports 

19600 274 

19644 774 

19677 979 

19733 2,384 

19799 5,424 

SourceSource CBS. 

Distribution Distribution 

Inn clothing distribution and demand a number of developments took place over the 
1960ss and 1970s. Firstly, the concentration in retailing increased. Large retailers and 
departmentt stores increasingly replaced the small independent retailers as the main 
distributorss for clothing (see section 4.2). Even though, under the influence of an 
individualisationn in fashion, in the late 1960s and 1970s the number of small bou-
tiquess increased, large retailers responded to this by setting up their own boutique-
likee smaller stores, and as a result maintained their market share (Jansen 1991: 333). 
Leekk & Cloppcnburg for instance set up Mac & Maggie for this purpose; C&A did 
thee same with Foxy Fashion. Small retailers were affected by the competition from 
thesee large chains, and in many cases lost their independence and became part of big 
retaill  holdings, or disappeared. A well-established fashion retailer like Gerzon for in-
stancee went bankrupt in 1973. Secondly, large retailers extended their activities. They 
tookk a more direct role in the import and even production of clothing, bypassing 
traderss and producers. 1 he role of wholesalers as a consequence remained limited. 
Onlyy 5 percent of clothing was dealt with by such firms. Wholesalers in reaction tried 
too extend their activities to importing and retailing (Broer 1977: 137). Thirdly, the 
crisiss of the 1970s led to a reduction in clothing demand, which was reflected in a 
relativee increase in low priced clothing. In the process a number of cheap clothing 
supermarketss and discounters (like Zeeman, Brons, Wibra) came into being (Jansen 
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1991:: 344). Fourth, the role or Amsterdam in distribution was reinforced bv the open-
ingg or the central wholesale building for the clothing industry - the Confectie-
centrum,, or World Fashion Centre - in March 1968. So if during the 1960s the role 
off  Amsterdam as a centre of production diminished, as the nucleus of distribution it 
waswas reinforced, due to these logistic facilities, the size of its market and of its shop-
pingg centre in the inner cirv (Brandsma 19^0: 3^-38). 

Textiles Textiles 

Ass to the supply of textiles, the industry became more and more international in 
orientationn (Broer 1977: 131). Imports from Germany and Italy grew, and in addition 
somee developing countries increased their textile exports to the Netherlands. Dutch 
textilee production as a result declined. The number of workers decreased from over 
50,0000 in i960 to less than 20,000 in 1974. The number of spinning mills and the pro-
ductionn of yarn were particularly strongly reduced. The number of weaving mills de-
clinedd strongly too, although the production of fabric did not diminish as much, due 
too increases in productivity. Exports of woven fabric, however, increased by over 80 
percentt between 1962 and 1974 (Broer 1977: 53). The 1960s therefore not only wit-
nessedd a decline of both clothing and textile production, but also a separation of the 
twoo industries, clothing producers relying less on the domestic production of textiles, 
whereass the textile industry became more and more export oriented (Broer 1977: 46). 

Conclusion Conclusion 

II  his brief overview of the history of the Dutch clothing industry has led to four main 
conclusions.. First, it is clear that the development of a modern clothing industry in 
thee Netherlands only took place around the Second World War. Even after that, the 
sectorr was still characterised by an heterogeneity as to size and type of Firms, although 
mostt firms until today remain relatively small, and littl e capital intensive. After reach-
ingg its peak at the beginning of the 1960s a painful decline of the sector set in, leading 
too the loss of most employment in the industry. I he labour-intensive contract-
clothingg industry was especially affected by this development. Secondly, it is striking 
thatt migrants have played an important role in the sector, in production as well as dis-
tribution.. On the one hand migrants seem to be well placed to be active in clothing as 
entrepreneurr or worker, on the other hand the sector does provide a continuous at-
tractionn for newcomers in a society. It is only in the three decades after the Second 
Worldd War that migrants plaved less of a role in the industry. Thirdly, it became clear 

688 that the distribution and consumption of clothing have always been intimately con-
nectedd to developments in production. Differences in the way demand for women's 
andd men's wear is structured led to differences in the wav production was organised: 
Menn s outerwear, being less fashion sensitive, has been industrialised earlier, and relo-
catedd more frequently than women's outerwear. In main- cases it was the distributors 
thatt started factory-based clothing production. Moreover I pointed out how distribu-
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lionn channels have become more concentrated. Finally, the clothing industry devel-
opedd in the larger cities, rather than in the textile producing regions of the Nether-
lands.. However, after the Second World War and especially in the 1960s, when labour 
marketss in cities like Amsterdam became tighter, did the industry spread more to the 
countryside,, and, eventually, abroad. The decline of the industry in the Netherlands 
wass predominant̂ the decline of Amsterdam as the centre of clothing production, 
evenn though the capital maintained a strong position in design, marketing and distri-
bution. . 

3.44 Developments since 1980: the recovery of the industry? 

'In'In this system, the old mass-production industries might migrate to the 
underdevelopedunderdeveloped world, leaving behind in the industrialized world the 
high-techhigh-tech industries and the traditional dispersed conglomerations in 

machinemachine tools, garments, footwear, textiles, and the like - till  revitalised 
throughthrough the fusion of traditional skills and high technology.^ 

(Pioree & Sabel 1984: 279) 

Itt almost seems inappropriate to use the word 'recovery' for an industry that, espe-
ciallyy in terms of employment, was decimated as much as the clothing industry in the 
Netherlandss during the 1960s and 1970s. Still, the 1980s witnessed a number of devel-
opmentss that significantly differ from those of the preceding decades. These develop-
mentss were partly of a more informal character, and therefore escaped registration by 
officiall  authorities. In this section I wil l try to assess the recovery- or re-runaway -of 
thee industry bv taking both registered and unregistered aspects into account.' 1 wil l 
startt with the number of firms, and then indicate the number of workers, the value of 
production,, and the kind of products produced. I wil l conclude with an analysis of 
developmentss in distribution and textiles. In all the three subsections on firms, work-
erss and value of production, I wil l first analyse data registered by the Dutch Statistical 
Bureauu (CBS). Thereafter I wil l try to include the registration by the Chamber of 
Commercee in Amsterdam, since it was in Amsterdam that many of these new firms 
camee up. And finally I wil l try to correct these figures by taking non-registered firms 
intoo account. 

NumberNumber of firms 

Ass indicated in the previous section the number of firms in the industry registered by 
thee Dutch Statistical Bureau (CBS) in 1980 (321) was substantially smaller than in 1972 69 
(609)) and 1961 (898). As table 3.3 shows, the decline in the industry as a whole con-
tinuedd during the 1980s and 1990s. In 1996 only 83 firms with more than 20 workers 
existedd (CBS). However three other conclusions can also be drawn. First, the decline in 
thee number of firms has been less pronounced than in the 1970s, when in 8 years time 
almostt half of all firms were annihilated. Second, the second half of the 1980s in par-
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ticularr showed a stabilisation in the number or firms. Third, the decline has not been 
evenlvv spread over the different subsectors: surprisingly, the number of contract-
clothingg firms (23.2) shows less of a decline, and more of a stabilisation, than the other 
twoo subsectors.: 

TABLEE 3.3 Number of firms in the c lo th ing industry in the Netherlands 

year year 

1980 0 

1981 1 

1982 2 

1983 3 

1984 4 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

ready-made ready-made 
clothingclothing (23.1) 

192 2 

171 1 

163 3 

149 9 

138 8 

137 7 

135 5 

89 9 

84 4 

89 9 

85 5 

74 4 

70 0 

--

--

--

--

contract-contract-
clothingclothing (23.2) 

89 9 

82 2 

72 72 

70 0 

68 8 

59 9 

74 4 

39 9 

41 1 

41 1 

37 7 

37 7 

41 1 

--

--

--

--

otherother * 
(23.3-23.5) (23.3-23.5) 

40 0 

36 6 

37 7 

36 6 

31 1 

29 9 

25 5 

13 3 

12 2 

13 3 

13 3 

15 5 

11 1 

--

--

--

--

total total 

321 1 

289 9 

272 272 

255 5 

237 7 

225 5 

234 4 

141 1 

137 7 

143 3 

135 5 

126 6 

122 2 

108 8 

126 6 

92 2 

83 3 

** - made to measure clothing firms + fur clothing production + hats and fashion article 

industry y 

Untill 1986: firms with more than 1 0 workers only 

Afterr 1986: firms with more than 20 workers only 

SourceSource CBS. 

fablee 3.3 presents data on firms with more than 10 (until 1986) or 20 (after 1986) 
workers,, firms in the clothing sector on average remain small over the whole period: 
Inn 1980, out of 321 firms, 38 had more than 100 workers, 225 employing less than 50. In 
19866 around 85 percent of firms employed less than 100 workers (fafeber 1990: 35). In 
19933 this was 86 percent, the majority of firms employing less than 50 (c:ns; Peeters 
1995:: 46). In the contract-clothing industry especially a substantial number of small 
firmss with less than 10 workers exist, which for that reason do not appear in the table. 
Accordingg to H-.NECON: (1994a: 5)" one of the main reasons tor the decline in the 
numberr of firms during the second half of the 1980s was a reduction in size (and as a 
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resultt hilling below the 20 workers range). To illustrate this, the CB.s finds },o} 4 firms 
inn the clothing industry in January 1994. In April 1998, 1,941 clothing producing firms 
weree registered at the Chambers or Commerce in the Netherlands. ' Data or table 3.3 
thereforee seriously underestimate the real number of firms. 

Ass to the location or the industry in the Netherlands, it was concentrated in 
II  wente, Brabant and Limburg, as well as in the province of North-Holland (which 
includess Amsterdam). The west of the country (the provinces of North- and South-
Holland)) harboured 43 percent of all firms in 1994 (CBS), concentrating on the more 
fashionablee market segments, whereas most oi the larger producing firms were located 
inn Brabant. Many of the contract-clothing firms in table 3.3 were located in the south 
off  the Netherlands (FKNHCOX 1994a: 51). The size of firms outside Amsterdam was on 
averagee larger than of those in the capital. Firms from Amsterdam, especially the rela-
tivelyy small firms in the contract-clothing segment, are more likely not to figure in 
tablee }.} than firms from other parts of the country. To make up for this, I analysed 
thee number of contract-clothing firms in Amsterdam through the Trade Register of 
thee Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce." 

TABtEE 3.4 Total number of contract-clothing firms registered at the Chamber of Commerce 

inn Amsterdam, 1981-1986 

year year 

Januaryy 1981 

Octoberr 1981 

Januaryy 1983 

Januaryy 1985 

SeptemberSeptember 1985 

Januaryy 1986 

Aprill 1986 

Mayy 1986 

numbernumber of firms 

105 5 

114 4 

117 7 

192 2 

204 204 

217 7 

222 2 

219 9 

Whatt becomes immediately clear from tables 3.4 and 3.5 is that what took place in the 
contract-clothingg industry in Amsterdam was not so much a stabilisation of the num-
berr of firms, but an enormous increase. 1 his increase continued until 1992, after 
whichh a decline set in. This increase in the number of contract-clothing firms was verv 
muchh concentrated in Amsterdam, and not in other parts of the Netherlands. Local 
authoritiess estimate that 65 percent of the total number of contract-clothing firms 
weree situated in Amsterdam (Burger 1996: 64). On the other hand the increase in Am-
sterdamm was not mirrored by a decrease oi contract-clothing firms in other parts of the 
Netherlands,, which would simply reflect a shift of firms from the rest of the country 
too Amsterdam. Rather, in the rest of the country there was a stabilisation in the num-
berr of contract-clothing firms. This leads me to conclude that the increase in the num-
berr of firms in Amsterdam accounts largely for what happened in the total number of 
firmss in the contract-clothing industry in the country as a whole. 
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TABLEE 3.5 Total number of contract-clothing firms registered at the Chamber of Commerce 

inn Amsterdam, 1986-1997 

year year 

1986 6 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

1st1st of January 

211 1 

248 8 

266 6 

310 310 

329 9 

393 3 

417 7 

397 7 

367 7 

258 8 

199 9 

168 8 

1st1st of April 

224 4 

259 9 

299 9 

355 5 

369 9 

431 1 

443 3 

418 8 

332 2 

238 8 

197 7 

169 9 

1st1st of July 

251 1 

259 9 

300 0 

346 6 

366 6 

430 0 

450 0 

396 6 

293 3 

229 9 

190 0 

169 9 

1st1st of October 

265 5 

269 9 

306 6 

356 6 

395 5 

437 7 

452 2 

385 5 

291 1 

224 4 

176 6 

--

SourceSource Chamber of Commerce Trade Register, Raes et al. forthcoming. 

However,, this is still not the whole stotywhh regard to the number of firms. Hven if the 
Tradee Register provides the best available official database on numbers of firms, it still 
hass limitations. Though registration is statutor}' by law, it is required for different 
kindss of transactions (with banks and suppliers for example), and involves only small 
costss in terms of registration fee, not all firms have registered. This can be attributed to 
thee 'visibility ' towards government institutions. In the first half of the 1980s most 
firmss seem to have registered at the Chamber of Commerce (Raes et al. forthcoming), 
partlvv because control by governmental institutions was limited, and partly because 
registrationn at that time did not involve in depth checking of the identity of the entre-
preneur.. In the second half of the decade, and especially at the beginning of the 1990s, 
moree firms did not register, resulting in a serious underestimation of the number of 
firms.. From interviews with entrepreneurs and experts, it appears that around 1992 
theree were approximated 1,000 firms in the sector m Amsterdam (Raes et al. forth-
coming;; Zorlu & Reil 1997). The registration data also failed to reflect the true extent 
off  the decline of the sector after 1992. I he register became 'polluted1 because manv 
firmss that stopped their activities remained registered. Fieldwork showed that in 1997 
approximatelyy onK'40 to 50 firms staved in business, fable 3.6 therefore constitutes a 
correctionn of table 3.4 and M taking this into account. It takes as a starring point that 
untill  19X6 the number of firms registered is a good proxy for the real number of firms. 
Afterr that the number of firms is assumed to have grown exponentiallv until reaching 
thee total of 1,000 in 1992. After 1992 the number of firms has declined exponentially 
too reach the total of 40-50 in 1997.' figure .̂5 shows the registered and estimated 
numberr of contract-clothing firms in /Amsterdam. 
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TABLEE 3.6 Estimated total number of contract-clothing firms in Amsterdam. 1981 -1 997 

year year 

1981 1 

1983 3 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

numbernumber of firms 

105 5 

117 7 

192 2 

217 7 

275 5 

310 310 

400 0 

550 0 

year year 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

numbernumber of firms 

800 0 

1,000 0 

900 0 

600 0 

300 0 

100 0 

4 0 - 5 0 0 

SourceSource Chamber of Commerce Trade Register, Raes et al. forthcoming. 

FIGUREE 3.5 Estimated total number of contract-clothing firms in Amsterdam 
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SourceSource Chamber of Commerce Trade Register, Raes et al. forthcoming. 

AA striking feature of this emergence of new firms in Amsterdam was that they were 
increasinglyy run by entrepreneurs of Turkish origin (see Kumcu forthcoming for an 
inn depth analysis of these entrepreneurs). Out of a total of 2,387 entrepreneurs that 
havee been active in the sector in Amsterdam in the period 1980-1997, 1,930 (81 per-
cent)) were of Turkish origin (Raes et al. forthcoming).' However, migrants of differ-
entt origin (mainly Egyptian, Indian, Pakistani, and Iranian), as well as Dutch, were 
alsoo active as entrepreneurs in the sector. The proportion of entrepreneurs of Turkish 
originn increased during the 1980s, but decreased after 1992 (Raes et al. forthcoming). 

Ass to the activities of these firms, these merely consisted of contract-clothing, that 
is,, the assembly of garments from cut fabric on a contract basis for ordering firms. 
However,, a double shift became manifest in the activities of these firms. On the one 

6 6 
a a c c 
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handd more and more firms extended their activities to other areas, such as whole-
saling,, retailing, market selling, import and export and cutting. Whereas in 1982, for 
instance,, 30 percent of the contract firms registered undertook other activities, this 
hadd risen to 45 percent in 1993 and 65 percent in 1997 (Raes et al. forthcoming). On 
thee other hand, from 1990 onwards more and more firms registered as clothing repair 
shops.. In fact, some of the decline in the number of contract-clothing firms after 1992 
iss related to firms registering as repair shops, whilst in practice continuing contract-
clothingg activities on a smaller scale (see Zorlu 1998: 113)." 

Itt appears from the literature that such migrant-run contract-clothing firms were 
largelyy concentrated in Amsterdam (BEA 1992; Bloeme & Van Geuns 1987; Van 
Geunss 1992; Van Geuns & Van Diepen 1994; Smit 1994a; lap 1983; Zorlu & Red 
1997),, even if some were found in Rijnmond, Oss, Central Hast, I wente and Lim-
burgg (Van Geuns 1992: 128). Onlv a small number of such firms existed in other large 
citiess in the Netherlands. Rekers (1993) in 1993 found less than 15 registered contract-
clothingg firms in Rotterdam at a time when in Amsterdam about 300 were regis-
tered.. It therefore seems justified to conclude that the development of the number 
off  contract-clothing firms in Amsterdam was unique for the Netherlands, and that to 
assesss the increase in the total number of such firms in the Netherlands it is possible 
too focus on the city of Amsterdam. 

Withinn Amsterdam firms were established in two different kinds of locations, in 
industriall  zones, and in 19'' and 20'' century impoverished residential areas. 1 he firms 
inn residential areas were located in small workshop spaces within residential buildings, 
orr in actual living spaces themselves.'1 The expansion of the number of firms in the 
latee 1980s led to an increased proportion of firms located in residential areas. As can be 
seenn in Map 3.1 to 3.3, within the city there was a westward movement in firm loca-
tion,, due to the renovation of houses - and the resulting decrease in space for busi-
nesss - in the East. After 1992 the share of industrial /.ones in the location of firms 
increased. . 

Takingg these numbers together leads to the conclusion that the sector experienced 
moree than a slight recovery during the 1980s and the earlv 1990s. This recovery was 
strongestt in the contract-clothing industry, the most labour-intensive part of the sec-
tor.. Compared to the meagre 89 firms in the country as a whole registered by the CKS 
inn 1980, in 1992 there were approximately 1,000 firms in Amsterdam alone. But even it 
wee take the more recent number of 1941 clothing producing firms registered at the 
Dutchh Chambers of Commerce in 1998, the total of 1,000 contract-clothing firms in 
Amsterdamm (of which more than half were not registered at the Chamber of Com-
merce)) still constitutes a substantial difference. Also, since in the reach-made clothing 
industryy the number of firms stabilised in the second half of the 1980s, the conclusion 
iss that as to the total number of firms the 1980s did witness a recovery of the sector. 
11 urkish migrants plaved an important role m this. 
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MAPP 3.1 Contract-clothinq firms in Amsterdam, per neighbourhood. 1 986 
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MAPP 3.3 Contract-clothing firms in Amsterdam, per neighbourhood, 1995 
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NumberNumber ofivorkers 

Thee development of the number of workers in the sector roughly parallels that of the 
numberr of firms, as judged by the official statistics of the CBS of table 3.7. As com-
paredd to the over 60,000 workers in the beginning of the 1960s, the industry had al-
readyy lost much of its employment in 1980. 1 his decline continued, even though 
thee number of workers became more stable in the second half of the 1980s. The vast 
majorityy of workers in the industry were women (91 percent in 1993, CBs). 

Assessingg the total number of workers, however, is even more difficul t than the 
numberr of firms. This is in part due to the fact that the CBS does not include small 
firms,firms, and that a number of firms have not registered formally, FENECON (1994a: 6) 
forr instance points out that in the beginning of the 1990s, firms with less than zo 
workerss employed approximately 3,000 workers. However, it is also caused by the fact 
thatt even firms that have registered, sometimes employ patt of their workers infor-
mally.. Lastly, not all workers are employed throughout the whole year or on a full-
timee basis, and therefore are harder to count. In order to estimate the total number of 
workerss in the contracring firms in Amsterdam different researchers have used data on 
thee average number of workers per firm in combination with data on the number of 
firms.firms. As is shown in table 3.8, the average number of workers per firm has changed 
throughh time. Whereas the contract-clothing firms were relatively small at the begin-
ningg of the 1980s, their average size grew to approximately 20 workers at the beginning 
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off  rhe 10*-)os. If we mnlriplv these averages hv rhe nnmhcr of firms from nible 3.6 it 
becomess clear that in the beginning of the 1990s around 20.000 people were em-
ployedd in the contract-clothing industry in Amsterdam alone (see table 3.9). This is 
moree than }  times the number of Workers officially registered in the clothing industry 
inn the Netherlands as a whole (as illustrated in table 3.-)! But even if smaller clothing 
producingg firms are included, the total of 20,000 workers in Amsterdam is impressive: 
ri-NHCONN (1994a, 6) mentions a total of 10,000 workers in the country as a whole at 
thee beginning of the 1990s. 

TABLEE 3.7 Number of workers in the c loth ing industry in the Netherlands 

year year 

1980 0 

1981 1 

1982 2 

1983 3 

1984 4 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

readymade readymade 
dothingdothing (23.1) 

13,991 1 

10,996 6 

10,009 9 

8,851 1 

7,777 7,777 

7,857 7 

7,616 6 

6,781 1 

6,619 9 

6,385 5 

5,887 7 

5,537 7 

5,184 4 

--
--

--

--

contract-contract-
clothingclothing (23.2) 

2,687 7 

2,098 8 

1,992 2 

1,972 2 

1,875 5 

1,711 1 

1,697 7 

1,404 4 

1,496 6 

1,334 4 

1,415 5 

1,350 0 

1,223 3 

--
--

--

--

otherother * 
(23.3-23.5) (23.3-23.5) 

1,071 1 

925 5 

816 6 

784 4 

726 6 

721 1 

727 727 

600 0 

612 2 

621 1 

611 1 

606 6 

427 7 

--

--

--

--

total total 

17,749 9 

14,019 9 

12,817 7 

11,607 7 

10,378 8 

10,289 9 

10,040 0 

8,785 5 

8,727 7 

8,340 0 

7,913 3 

7,493 3 

6,834 4 

6,216 6 

5,910 0 

5,062 2 

4,246 6 

** = made to measure clothing firms + fur clothing production + hats and fashion article 

industry y 

Untill 1 986: firms with more than 10 workers only 

Afterr 1986: firms with more than 20 workers only 

SourceSource CBS. 

Withh re»ard to these workers, two characteristics are striking. Firstly - as was the case 
forr the entrepreneurs - a growing proportion of the workers were of Turkish origin. 
Whereass in 1981 approximately 25 percent of the workers were of Turkish origin (Tap 
1983),, in 1986 this proportion had risen ro 72 percent (Bloeme & Van Geuns 1987), 
and,, at the beginning of the 1990s, as much as 75 percent of the workforce were of 
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11 iirkish descent (Raes et al. forthcoming; Zorlu & Reil 199-). Hvidence from the 
periodd 1992-1995 shows a share of 66 percent (Raes et al. forthcoming).'' From the late 
19XOSS onwards, immigrants from other countries were also active in the sector. During 
twoo peak periods (from 1983-1985 and from 1989-1991) large numbers of migrants 
fromm Turkey entered the country to come to work in the clothing industry in Amster-
dam.. Up until 1993 an increasing number of these workers did not have the residence 
orr working permit required to work in the Netherlands. The recover}- of employment 
inn the clothing industry was therefore connected to the presence of migrant workers, 
btitt even more to the arrivalof new migrant workers. After 199}  the number of mi-
grantt workers declined, as did the share of undocumented workers (Raes et al. forth-
coming;; see for an analysis of labour conditions in the firms Reil & Korver 2000; see 
forr an analysis of labour recruitment bv the firms Zorlu 1998). 

Secondly,, as compared to the workforce in the clothing sector before 1980, a large 
andd increasing proportion of the workers are male. Until 1980 most workers in the in-
dustryy were women. Jn 1986 Bloeme and Van (ieuns (198 :̂ 114) had already found 
thatt 45 percent of workers were male. By 1996 this percentage had risen to a striking 80 
percentt (Raes et al. forthcoming; Zorlu &C Reil 1997}. 1 he share of men among Turk-
ishh workers was much higher than among non-Turkish workers. These percentages 
differr strongly from the gender breakdown of workers in the international clothing 
industryy in general and in migrant-run firms in the sector in other countries. 

TABLEE 3.8 The average number of workers per f i rm in the contract-c lothing industry in 

Amsterdam m 

yearyear average number of workers source 

latee 1970s 5 - 6 Zorlu 1998 

earlyy 1980s 12 Tap 1983 

midd 1980s 10 -15 Zorlu 1998 

midd 1980s 1 5 - 2 0 Bloeme & Van Geuns 1 987 

earlyy 1990s 1 9 - 2 0 Zorlu 1998 

1993/19944 20 Burger 1996 

1995/19966 1 7 - 1 8 Raes et al. fo r thcoming 

TABLEE 3.9 The total number of workers in the contract-c lothing industry in Amsterdam 

yearyear number of workers x total number of workers 

numbernumber of firms 

earlyy 1980s 1 2 x 1 1 7 1,304 

midd 1980s 10 x 192 and 16 x 192 1 ,920 -3 ,072 

earlyy 1990s 1 9 x 1,000 and 20 x 1,000 1 9 , 0 0 0 - 2 0 , 0 0 0 

1995/19966 17 x 40 and 18 x 50 6 8 0 - 9 0 0 

SourceSource Raes et al. for thcoming. 
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mentt rhe 1980s also witnessed a recovery in the number of workers in the Netherlands, 
whichh in effect meant in Amsterdam. At its peak in 1992, for every worker in the cloth-
ingg industry in the country as a whole, there were 2 workers in the contract-clothing 
industryy in Amsterdam. It was mainly migrants of Turkish origin who were doing this 
wrork.. However, as rapidly as the number of jobs increased in the second half of the 
1980s,, this number declined after 1992. 

ValueValue of production 

Att the risk of repeating myself, the development of the value of production shows a 
similarr picture as developments in the number of firms and workers. Even more than 
inn the previous sections does the development of value of production show a recovery 
inn the second half of the 1980s, after a decline since 1963. 

TABLEE 3.10 Value of production of the clothing industry in the Netherlands (million guil-

ders,, sales value, current prices) 

year year 

1980 0 

1981 1 

1982 2 

1983 3 

1984 4 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

ready-made ready-made 
clothingclothing (23.1) 

1,467.2 2 

1,350.6 6 

1,336.8 8 

1,288.5 5 

1,086.1 1 

1,163.6 6 

1,212.7 7 

1,126.3 3 

1,038.0 0 

1,100.4 4 

1,150.0 0 

1,142.7 7 

1,109.3 3 

--
--
--
--

contract-clothing contract-clothing 
(23.2) (23.2) 

91.1 1 

84.2 2 

80.2 2 

81.5 5 

78.6 6 

70.7 7 

77.7 77.7 

64.3 3 

102.0 0 

54.3 3 

67.3 3 

69.2 2 

70.9 9 

--
--
--
--

otherother * 
(23.3-23.5) (23.3-23.5) 

100.7 7 

85.6 6 

81.6 6 

95.8 8 

94.4 4 

96.2 2 

91.2 2 

86.9 9 

82.4 4 

96.0 0 

97.1 1 

106.9 9 

84.0 0 

--
--
--
--

total total 

1,659.0 0 

1,520.4 4 

1,498.6 6 

1,465.8 8 

1,259.1 1 

1,330.5 5 

1,381.6 6 

1,277.5 5 

1,222.4 4 

1,250.7 7 

1,314.4 4 

1,318.8 8 

1,264.2 2 

1,260.0 0 

1,289.0 0 

1,158.0 0 

988.0 0 

** = made to measure clothing firms + fur clothing production + hats and fashion article 
industry y 
Untill 1 986: firms with more than 10 workers only 
Afterr 1986: firms with more than 20 workers only 
SourceSource CBS. 

79 79 
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AA substantial share of this production was meant for export; in volume terms, exports 
off  clothing, knitwear and shoes increased from 33,000 tonnes in 19X0 to 142,000 
tonness in 1992, excluding re-exports of imported goods (CBS). In value terms, exports 
off  clothing increased from 1.8 billion guilders in 1980 to 4.8 billion guilders in 1992, 
Womenn s outerwear and children's clothing in particular increased substantially 
(enss ). I he average price of Dutch clothing exports was below the t;u average, concen-
tratingg on the relatively lower market segments (Van Leeuwen 199"": i}8) . 

Itt is important to underline that a substantial share of Dutch clothing production is 
inn reality realised abroad, under subcontracting arrangements for Dutch firms. In 1980, 
533 percent of the value of Dutch production was accounted for by foreign subcontract-
ingg (Schetter 1994: 106). In 1992 this had risen to 66 percent (FKNECON 1994a: - ). For 
somee products the ratio between re-imports after subcontracting and domestic pro-
ductionn was even over a 1,000 percent (blouses, men's shirts, men's jackets and parkas 
(OI-.THH ' I will come back to this subcontracting in the next section. 

Ass in the previous sections, the CBS data in table 3.10 underestimates the total 
valuee of production by nor including small and non-registered firms. Moreover, even 
iff  a firm «larger and regisrered, it is still possible that part of the production is not in-
cludedd because it takes place informally: it is performed by undocumented, non-
registeredd workers, or it takes place in the black market, escaping tax payments. As 
such,, part of the production is informal. 

II  o correct these figures of the value of production so as to include small firms as 
welll  as non-registered firms, I have used two methods. The first method takes as its 
startingg point that even it production itself is not registered where it takes place, 
throughh Transactions with other actors that are registered, it is still possible to assess 
thee value of production indirectly. This approach tries to estimate the total of unregis-
teredd production as the difference between the registered turnover of retail firms and 
thee sum of registered production of clothing and imports, minus exports (see BI A 
1992).. The idea behind this is that arguably, the value of clothing available in a coun-
tryy (production minus exports plus imports) should equal the value of clothing 
boughtt by retailers. 1 his sum gives an indication of the unregistered production dir-
ectedd to the domestic market. Since part of the unregistered production is also meant 
forr exports, this total has to be modified to account for this. Rased on the assumption 
thatt unregistered production is as much directed to exports as registered, I have calcu-
latedd the data in table 3.11, assuming an export share of 50 percent of production. 

However,, even it such a calculation gives a rough overview' of the development of 
valuee of production, it certainly has limitations, firstly, the basis on which the statis-
ticall  data on trade, production and retailing are gathered is not the same. Some cloth-
ingg categories are included in production whilst not in the retail data. Secondly, the 
calculationn is based on the assumption that the difference between the registered value 

^oo of clothing bought by retail firms and the sum of registered production of clothing 
andd imports, minus exports, is entirely due to informal practice in the field of produc-
tion,, whilst such practice could occur in trade and retailing as well. F.ven more so, the 
discrepancyy could reflect a growth in sales of clothing by firms that are not registered 
ass clothing retailers, such as supermarkets etc. Therefore what I present in table 3.11 
aree indices for the development of unregistered production. I want to emphasise that 
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becausee of the limitations in the calciE' i ir, -h"—nl" ™iv~ - v r ' rou^h idea of deve! 
opmentss in the value of production.2'1 

TABLEE 3.11 Indices for the value of informal production in the clothing sector in the Nether-

year year 

1981 1 

1982 2 

1983 3 

1984 4 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

landss {1981 == 100) 

index index 

100 0 

214 4 

277 277 

212 2 

175 5 

251 1 

180 0 

year year 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

index index 

365 5 

410 0 

499 9 

519 9 

600 0 

623 3 

665 5 

SourceSource Raes et al. forthcoming. 

Thee table shows a rising trend in unregistered production through the 1980s with a 
peakk in 1992. A stabilisation seems to have taken place in the mid 1980s, whereas the 
latee 1980s witnessed a spectacular increase. 

Inn order to get a better idea of the absolute value of unregistered clothing produc-
tion,, I use a second calculation method. This second method considers the number 
off  workers that are active in the sector at different points in time as shown in table 
3.9.. If we know the total number of workers in the sector at different points in time 
andd the average production per worker than we can calculate the total value of pro-
ductionn in the sector. In a report, the Bureau for Economic Argumentation (BEA 
1992)) assumes that the average value of production per worker in non-registered and 
smalll  firms equals that of the firms registered by the CBS. For the contract-clothing 
industryy this value of production per worker added up to approximately 40,000 guil-
derss in the beginning of the 1980s, 41,000 in the mid-1980s and 57,000 in the early 
1990ss (CBS). As table 3.12 shows, it appears from such calculations that at the peak 
periodd of the sector, value of production added up to over 1 billion guilders, which is 
almostt as much as the total value of production of the whole clothing industry in 
tablee 3.10 in the same year. 

However,, it is debatable if indeed the average production per worker for the 
smallerr and non-registered firms equals that of firms formally registered. On the one 
handd productivity per worker in non-registered firms might be higher than in other 
firmsfirms due to higher flexibilit y and longer working hours. On the other hand costs of in-
formallyy producing firms are lowrer (for instance due to evasion of tax and payments), 81 
enablingg a lower production per worker whilst maintaining profitability. Even though 
bothh these tendencies partly equal out, it can be argued that the latter is predominant, 
leadingg to a lower value of production per worker/ This is confirmed by the files of 
thee Institute of Small- and Medium-sized Firms ( IMK) , which concluded that in Au-
gustt 1992 the value of production per worker of formally producing firms was higher 
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(50,0000 guilders) than in the informally producing firms (33,000 guilders)."" There-
foree rhe figures in table 3.12 should be considered as maximums. 

TABLEE 3.12 Value of production of the contract-clothing industry in Amsterdam (million 

guilders) ) 

yearyear number of workers x overage value of 
productionproduction per worker 

earlyy 1980s 1,304x40,000 

midd 1980s 1,920x41,000 and 3,052 x 41,000 

earlyy 1 990s 19,000 x 57,000 and 20,000 x 57,000 

1995/19966 680 x 64,500 and 900 x 64,500 

SourceSource CBS and table 3.9. 

totaltotal value of production 
(million(million guilders) 

52.2 2 

78.7-- 125.1 

1,083.0-- 1,140.0 

438.6-580.5 5 

II  also tried to calculate a minimum value of production for the same period. Since 
labourr costs are by far the most important cost of production for firms, the minimum 
valuee of production to be realised by firms should be the sum of labour costs of the 
workerss employed. The average worker works 8 months a year, 6 days a week, and 10 
hourss a day, for which he or she receives a salary between 10 guilders and 12 guilders 
perr hour (Raes et al. forthcoming). The minimum value of production per worker 
wouldd accordingly add up to an amount berween 20,800 and 24,960 guilders a year, f 
takee the lower figure for the early period and the higher for the beginning of the 1990s. 
Thee results are presented in table 3.13. 

TABLEE 3.13 Total value of production of contract-clothing firms in Amsterdam 

year year 

earlyy 1980s 

midd 1980s 

earlyy 1990s 

1995/1996 6 

numbernumber of workers x average value of 
productionproduction per worker 

1,304x20,800 0 

1,9200 x 20,800 and 3,052 x 20,800 

19,0000 x 24,960 and 20,000 x 24,960 

6800 x 24,960 and 900 x 24,960 

totaltotal value of production 
(million(million guilders) 

27.] 27.] 

39.9-63.4 4 

474.22 -499.2 

17.0-- 22.5 

SourceSource Table 3.9, Raes et al. forthcoming. 

Alll  four indicators of value of production therefore point in the direction of an increase 
inn value of production during the 1980s. The highest estimates suggest that the re-
emergencee of contract-clothing accounted for a value of production that, at its peak, 
wass as high as the registered value of total clothing production in the Netherlands. 
11 aking registered and unregistered production together, the value of clothing produc-
tionn in the Netherlands increased from approximately 1.7 billion guilders (1.66 + 0.052 
billionn guilders) around 1980, to 2.3 billion (1.26 + 1.1 billion) around 1992. After 1992 
productionn strongly declined to around 1.3 billion guilders (1.2 + 0.038) around 1995.z" 
Suchh data of course clearly show the indispensabilitv of including the value of informal 
productionn in an assessment of developments of Dutch clothing production. 
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Products Products 

Itt is important to be more precise about the kind of products that the Dutch clothing 
industryy produces. Ruil et al. (1993) present an interesting typology of different seg-
mentss in the clothing market.' 

TABLEE 3.14 Major market positions in ciothing 

qualityquality positioning 

highh medium low 

fashionfashion positioning high 1 2 3 

loww 4 5 6 

SourceSource Bull et al 1993: 27. 

Differentt clothing segments correspond to a different position in table 3.14/ Position 
11 refers to the haute couture, the top of the market, trend}' wear for the rich and famous 
whichh is as volatile as qualitatively sophisticated. Position 4 encompasses the classic 
lookk of 'all time , for which fashion, as a consequence, has been relatively stable over 
thee years. Position 6 is taken bv standardised, mass produced, lower quality garments. 
Peoplee wil l always need white socks and shirts! Position 2 corresponds to relatively 
goodd quality fashion wear, as sold bv firms like Bennetton and Esprit. Moving from 
positionn 2 to 3 means moving towards lower quality firms such as Hennis &c Mauritz 
orr boutique chains like Foxy Fashion, whereas moving from position 2 to 5 and 6 leads 
too less fashionable segments of firms like C;&A and HEM A. 

Howw does this table relate to the production of the Dutch clothing industry? 
Aroundd 1970 the industry focused on positions 4 and 5 in the table, concentrating on 
classicc quality clothing such as mens suits, coats and trousers etc. Products of position 
55 and especially 6 previously played an important role, but had become less profitable 
duee to competition from countries with lower wages. However, position 4 was cer-
tainlyy not the market segment for which demand was booming in the 1970s and [980s. 
Demandd became more volatile, more individualised, more casual and more fashion 
sensitivee (see further in this section). Only slowly did the industry adapt to this new 
situationn and moved to the more fashionable, casual and sportive market segments 
thatt became more popular, corresponding with a shift towards position 2 in the table. 
Thiss is also reflected in a further shift of the industry from men's clothing towards the 
moree fashionable women's clothing segment, whose share increased from 42 percent 
inn 1979 to 57 percent in 1992 (Burger 1996; CBS). In value terms, in the mid 1990s the 
mainn products made bv the Dutch clothing industry were men's long trousers (not 
denim),, women's dresses and women's coats, capes, anoraks and blousons, and knit-
tedd sweater and pullovers (Corporate Intelligence 1997a: 73-74)- Half of Dutch pro- 83 
ducerss produce garments under a brand name, although less than 20 percent have es-
tablishedd brands with a strong recognition with consumers (Scheffer 1992: 142). 

However,, production for position 3 remained especially problematic. For this 
clothingg segment, the relatively low quality of the garments produced goes hand in 
handd with low prices, for which gross wage costs in the Netherlands are too high. On 
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thee other hand increasing volatility in demand meant that the logistics of supplying 
suchh garments from low-wage countries became more and more complicated. The 
contract-clothingg firms in Amsterdam started working for this niche in the market. 
Theyy concentrated on fashionable women's outerwear in the lower to medium quality 
rangee (Raes et al. forthcoming; Zorlu 1998). However, at the end or the 1980s, as com-
petitionn between the growing number of contract-clothing firms increased, the firms 
weree forced to increasingly compete for position number 6 as well. With the disap-
pearancee of most contract-clothing firms after 1992, the locus seems to be on position 
33 again. As to the kind of clothing produced by these firms, the share of firms regis-
teredd as producing women's wear decreased from 54 percent in 1985 to 25 percent in 
1990,, to increase again to 90 percent in 1996 (see Raes et al. forthcoming). 

DevelopmentsDevelopments in distribution 

Demandd for clothing was stagnant over the 1980s, following the crisis in demand during 
thee 1970s. Scheffer (1992: no) shows how demand in 1989 was only 1.5 percent higher 
thann demand in 1970 (in constant prices). The recession in the beginning of the 1980s 
was,, howevet, followed by a recovery in demand after 1984. In volume terms sales 
droppedd by 15 percent between 1980 and 1985 (Nienhuis & Pleijster 1986a: 10). A new 
declinee took place in 1988, with an 8 percent decrease in sales. Whereas the early 1990s 
witnessedd strong growth, in 1994 a serious recession set in again. These bleak demand 
conditionss prevailed especially in men's wear, whereas sales of women's wear kept grow-
ingg during the 1980s: '[T]he consumption crisis hit men's and children's wear first, 
whilee ladies'weat experienced sustained growth right into the 1980s' (Scheffer 1992: m). 

FIGUREE 3.6 Annual growth in the value of clothing sales in the Netherlands (in %) 

100 r 

veor veor 

SourceSource FENECON 1 986, 1 988, 1 990b, 1 992b, 1 993b, 1 994b; Cornélese 1 995; Van Rijt-
Veltmann 1998. 
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Inn en *  terms rhp nrrinri qnrv ln8o also witnessed '1 change in demand, also 
attributablee to fashion. Scheffer (1992) analyses if producers and retailers reacted to 
thee meagre demand conditions by diversifying supply and increasing the fashion con-
tentt of clothing. He does not find evidence for that during the 1970s but states that 
'thee extension of fashion to the mass-market and the speeding up of fashion trends 
startedd around 1985' (1992: 125). Nienhuis and Pleijster (1986a: 11) identify' this in-
creasedd importance of fashion earlier in the 1980s. Retailers started bringing more 
fashionablee clothing on the market. Fashion cycles shortened, which led to an increase-
inn the number of collections per year. Fashion increasingly also penetrated men s 
wear.. In terms of the market segments in table 3.14, demand shifted from position 4 to 
thee rights reflecting the reduced importance of formal classic clothing and an increase-
inn demand for casual wear. At the same time it shifted from position 5, and partly pos-
itionn 6 upwards, to the more fashionable segments of position 2 and 3. Consumer de-
mandd was characterised by 'preferences for low-priced high-fashion goods rather than 
forr lasting quality', reflecting the growth in demand for garments in position 3 (Cor-
poratee Intelligence 1997a: 78). The increased importance of fashion also reflected a 
strongerr link between the haute couture of position 1 and fashionable designer brands 
inn position number 2. The mid-1980s witnesses an increased importance of brands, 
withh highly visible brand symbols becoming fashionable (Nienhuis cV Pleijster 1986a: 
11),, and of more luxurious clothing (FENECON 1994a, 18). However, Dutch consum-
erss tend to spend less on clothing than consumers from other European countries, 
whichh accounts for the relatively small market share of top designer brands in con-
sumption.. Consumer expenditure on clothing in the Netherlands over the period 
1974-19944 experienced the lowest growth of Western European countries (Hines 1998: 
196).. In the 1990s a split in clothing demand is visible, between on the one hand, a 
price-sensitivee mass market, becoming more and more fashion sensitive, and a top of 
thee market, which is less luxurious than in the 1980s but concentrates on the tip-
per-middlee part of the market (FKNF.CON 1994a: 18). 

Inn relation to these changes in demand, developments in distribution have taken 
differentt forms. As to the number of retailers selling clothing, different sources point 
att different developments." An analysis of c.BS data shows that there is a constant 
numberr of clothing retailers, from 7,576 in 1979 to 7,5 5̂ in 1985, -,600 in 1989, and 
7,9000 in 1995 (GBS). Liesker (1989a: 58) also points at a stable development, with the 
numberr of retailers selling clothing between 1975 and the mid-1980s adding up to 
aroundd 17-18,000 shops. Bletz (1996) indicates that the number of selling points has 
increasedd from approximately 10,000 in 1985 to over 16,000 in 1994. In 1998, 15,280 
retailerss existed (Van Rijt-Veltman 1998: 9). All in all the number of shops seems to 
havee increased, even if it became concentrated in a smaller number of firms. Since, as 
tablee .̂13 shows, demand for clothing was not increasing to the same extent, competi-
tionn amongst retailers become Fiercer. The increase in the number of shops in part re- 85 
fleetss a growing segmentation of clothing demand, connected to the increased im-
portancee of fashion. This segmentation also contributed to shop-in-shop sales 
constructionss bv large retailers, where separate 'shops' for different clothing brands or 
differentt target groups of consumers, are set up in large retail shops. At the same time 
retailingg experienced a continuing process of concentration (Scheffer 1992). Four con-
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cernss (C&A , Vendex, KBB, P&C) in the Netherlands control a large share of the organ-
isedd retailing in clothing (35 percent of all clothing sales).'1 These large Firms also setup 
orr took over small retail formula to deal with the segmentation process described 
above.. Internationalisation of retail activities (in buying and sales) constituted an im-
portantt element in this concentration tendency. Additionally, clothing discounters 
extendedd their activities (Brons, Wibra, Zeeman, Superconfex, Kien, Marca) in the 
lowerr segments of the market (Liesker 1989b). Small independent retailers found it 
increasinglyy difficul t to compete with the large Firms, and in response extended co-
operationn among themselves in buying and marketing. Dutch clothing producers 
thereforee were confronted with an increasingly concentrated retailing structure. 

Ass to the segments of the clothing market shown in table 3.14, there are only a few 
smalll  retailers that cater for position 1. Most small- and medium-sized retailers operate 
inn positions 2, 4 and 5. Large retailers cater for position 6 (discounters, clothing super-
markets),, which grew in importance over the 1970s, and for position 5. Some large re-
tailerss (Bijenkorf) have upgraded their collection over the 1980s and focus more on 
positionn number 2, whereas the increasing demand for fashion goods in the lower end 
off  the market (position 3) has provided a stimulus for new retailers like H & M . 

Ass to intermediary actors, according to the CBS the number of wholesalers in 
clothing,, textiles and shoes increased from 1,127 'n 1C)%° to 2,800 in 1988 and 3,300 in 
1991,, to decrease thereafter to 2,700 in 1995. In 1987 there were 830 wholesaling Firms 
workingg in the outerwear segments of the market (Lafeber 1990: 36). Wholesalers 
presentt their collections at trade fairs, after which they order the amount of garments 
soldd at such fairs from a producer. The aforementioned World Fashion Centre brings 
togetherr a large number of wholesalers, producing and trading Firms. It can take be-
tweenn 4 and 6 months until the clothing is delivered at the retailer (Lafeber 1990: 66). 
However,, these wholesalers Face increasing difficulties. In the early 1980s For example 
onee third of wholesalers ran losses (Economisch Dagblad, 29 April 1982). There are two 
mainn reasons for this. On the one hand retailers increasingly bypass wholesalers by 
meanss of direct imports. On the other hand, producers often take up wholesale activ-
itiess themselves. Trade companies experience similar problems, since even small re-
tailers,, through their buying co-operatives, more and more organise imports them-
selves.. Twentv-five percent of clothing in Dutch shops consists of direct imports by 
retailerss (Corporate Intelligence 1997a: 75). 'Though indeed, through the increasing 
subcontractingg out of production to low-wage countries, manufacturers themselves 
moree and more resemble wholesalers. 

DevelopmentsDevelopments in textiles 

866 As to the Dutch textile industry during the 1980s imports continued increasing from 
469,0000 tonnes in 1980 to 776,000 tonnes in 1992 (CBS). Domestic producers of 
clothingg hereby relied more and more on these imports for their inputs and became 
lesss dependent on domestic textile producers. In 1988 less than 30 percent of the pro-
ductionn of the Dutch textile industry was directed to the clothing industry (Rogier et 
al.. 1992: 18). Consequently the textile industry maintained substantial production 
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capacityy for exports, exports increasing from 504,000 tonnes in 1980 to 968.000 in 
19922 (CBS). 

Production,, however, decreased. Industrial consumption of cotton decreased 
fromm 17,000 metric tonnes in 1982/3 to 4,000 metric tonnes in 1991/2 (l'N 1992); wool 
decreasedd from 6,400 metric tonnes in 1981 to 4,300 in 1990. Production of wool and 
cottonn yarn decreased respectively from 6,600 and 12,900 metric tonnes in 1982 to 
2,6000 and 3,800 metric tonnes in 1991. hven production of yarn from man-made fibres 
decreasedd from 9,600 in 1982 to 8,500 metric tonnes in 1991. Spinning as an industrial 
activityy became increasingly detached from the rest of textile production, and was 
concentratedd in the holding Spinnerij Nederland. I his holding, however, went bank-
ruptt in 1990 (Rogier et al. 1992: i8). Production of fabric increased from 462 million 
ni22 in 1982 to 592 million m2 in 1989 (cotton) and from 2.9 million m2 in 1982 to 4.4 
millio nn 1111 in 1991 (wool) ( t 'Nino 1991). In general the Dutch textile industry showed 
aa recovery in the second half of the 1980s, which was however concentrated in the 
partss of the industry /^d i rec ted towards the clothing sector. 

Conclusion Conclusion 

Inn this section I have analysed the changes in the Dutch clothing industry since 1980. 
Afterr the sharp crisis of the 1960s and 1970s, the industry recovered in the 1980s. This 
recovery'' was only moderate in most segments of the industry, but quite impressive in 
thee contract-clothing industry m Amsterdam. Here migrants of mainly I urkish ori-
gin,, established a large number of small firms, which, at the height of the sectors de-
velopmentt in 1992, accounted for a value of production as high as that of the total 
registeredd clothing industry'. T he number of firms was half of the registered total and 
employedd double the number of workers. After 1992, the number of firms strongly de-
clinedd again, with only a small number of migrant-run firms surviving into the mid 
1990s.. This decline coincided with a strong reduction in demand in the beginning of 
thee 1990s. These data clearly indicate that an analysis of re-runaway has to include 
thesee migrant-run firms. 

3.55 Developments since 1980: new patterns of impor t and subcontracting? 

711 Japping cheaper sources of labour 
isis not necessarily a matter of changing locations.' 

(Spinangerr 1992: 109) 

Ass has been indicated in section }.}, since the 1960s imports of clothing into the 
Netherlandss have strongly increased. This has taken three forms: The import from 
subsidiariess of Dutch firms located abroad; the subcontracting of the assembly of 
clothingg to foreign firms, re-importing the final product afterwards; the import of 
ready-madee clothing from foreign firms. In this section I wil l try to assess the changes 
thatt occurred in this pattern during the 1980s. I wil l argue that even though imports 
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havee nor dried up substantially, changes have occurred in the form they take, their 
placee or origin, and the means of transportation by which they enter the country. 
Iff  such a process cannot be described as a process of re-runaway, it does imply a run-
ningning back of certain segments of clothing production in the direction of the con-
sumer. . 

ChangesChanges in imports 

Ass can be seen in tables 3.1s and 3.16 imports of clothing into the Netherlands far from 
witheredd away during the 1980s. In value terms, imports in fact increased by 30 per-
centt from 1980 to 1995. In constant 1975 prices imports increased from 2,757 million 
guilderss in 1980 to 5,1 ""8 million guilders in 1992 (Burger 1996: 14). However, this in-
creasee in imports was less strong than in the preceding decades. The first half of the 
1980ss even witnessed a decline in the value of imports of clothing. After that, until 
1992,, imports increased, only to decrease again after that year, following the drop in 
demandd of the earlv 1990s. In 1996 imports started to recover again. As to different 
products,, imports are concentrated in men's, women's and children's non-knitted 
outerwear. . 

TABLEE 3.15 Imports of c lothing in the Netherlands 1 980-1 987 (value in mil l ion guilders) 

year/site year/site 

1980 0 

1981 1 

1982 2 

1983 3 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

842 842 

1,361 1 

1,335 5 

1,361 1 

1,322 2 

1,555 5 

1,669 9 

1,803 3 

843 843 

1,509 9 

1,573 3 

1,606 6 

1,538 8 

2,002 2 

2,067 7 

2,163 3 

844 844 

297 7 

266 6 

271 1 

272 272 

342 2 

338 8 

361 1 

845 845 

1,374 4 

1,382 2 

1,263 3 

1,301 1 

1,576 6 

1,809 9 

1,953 3 

846 846 

573 3 

607 7 

602 2 

580 0 

651 1 

711 1 

776 6 

847 847 

188 8 

191 1 

212 2 

209 9 

270 0 

284 4 

273 3 

848 848 

412 2 

410 0 

369 9 

355 5 

360 0 

367 7 

399 9 

total total 

5,714 4 

5,764 4 

5,683 3 

5,576 6 

6,756 6 

7245 5 

7,728 8 

8422 = men's and boys' outerwear; no knitwear 

8433 = women's, girls' and children's outerwear; no knitwear 

8444 = underwear; no knitwear 

8455 = outerwear and other articles, of non-elastic knitwear 

8466 = underwear of non-elastic knitwear 

8477 = clothing accessories of textile fabric 

8488 = clothing and clothing accessories of non textile fabric 

Sourcee CBS. 

Somee of the imports presented in rabies 3.15 and 3.16 are accounted for by outward 
processingg rrade (OPT), OPT involves rhe subcontracting out of labour intensive as-
semblyy bv a European firm ro a firm in another country, where the European firm ex-
portss fabric, and the finished garment after assembly is re-imported in the Ft'. The 
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sharee of subcontracting in torn! imnorts decrf^sfd
centt in 1985. In 1995 OPT imports accounted for 21 percent of total imports (OKTH 
1997).. While total imports decreased between 1992 and 1995, foreign subcontracting 
increasedd bv ^o percent to 1.3 billion guilders (Corporate Intelligence I99~b: 62). OPT 
importss into the Netherlands over the period 1990-1995 increased by 138 percent in 
valuee terms, against an increase of 58 percent in total imports of clothing (OKTH 1997). 
II  his indicates a shift away from direct imports to imports under OPT over the 1990s. 
Subcontractingg was more prominent in the outerwear section of the industry than in 
otherr segments. Main imports under OPT are women's coats, trousers and blouses 
(OETHH 1997). Main origins of these imports were Poland, the former Yugoslavia, 
Hungaryy Romania, Tunisia and Morocco. The top 9 OPT countries for the KI ; as a 
wholee were all in Eastern Europe and the non-EC Mediterranean and accounted for 
overr 91 percent of these imports. Subcontracting to own subsidiaries of Dutch firms 
accordingg to my survey takes place more frequently for Eastern Europe than the 
Mediterranean.. Interestingly, Turkey's exports are less often under O PT arrangements 
(seee further in this section). 

TABLEE 3.16 

year/site year/site 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

Imports s 

841 841 

1,835 5 

1,989 9 

2,252 2 

2,522 2 

2,462 2 

2,180 0 

2,212 2 

1,929 9 

off clothing 

842 842 

2,105 5 

2,319 9 

2,562 2 

2,676 6 

2,599 9 

2,146 6 

2,288 8 

2,064 4 

inn the 

843 843 

210 0 

205 5 

219 9 

255 5 

256 6 

299 9 

316 6 

289 9 

Netherlands s 

844 844 

536 6 

503 3 

538 8 

676 6 

755 5 

731 1 

707 7 

568 8 

1988-1995 5 

84S 84S 

1,919 9 

1,964 4 

2,262 2 

2,750 0 

3,078 8 

2,665 5 

2,696 6 

2,309 9 

(valuee in million 

846 846 

435 5 

474 4 

473 3 

536 6 

569 9 

535 5 

547 7 

465 5 

848 848 

383 3 

387 7 

378 8 

415 5 

451 1 

478 8 

464 4 

411 1 

guilders) ) 

total total 

7,426 6 

7,841 1 

8,684 4 

9,830 0 

10,134 4 

9,034 4 

9,230 0 

8,035 5 

8411 = men's and boys' clothing; no knitwear 

8422 = women's and girls' clothing; no knitwear 

8433 = men's and boys' c lothing; knitwear 

8444 = womens' and girls' clothing; knitwear 

8455 = clothing and clothing accessories for babies 

8466 = clothing accessories of textile fabric 

8488 = clothing and clothing accessories; not of textile fabric; including hats 

SourceSource CBS. 

Ass to our analysis of re-runaway, it is clear that imports did not decrease during the 
1980s.. The share of the imports surplus' in consumption of clothing even continued 
too increase, from 72 percent in 1981 to over 80 percent in the 1990s, though as I have 
pointedd out in the previous section, this is less the case if unregistered domestic pro-
ductionn is taken into account (see further in this section). As wil l be shown in the next 
section,, imports did change in origin. 

89 9 
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ChangesChanges in the origin of imports 

Ass can bc seen from rabies 3.17 and 3.18 the origin or Dutch clothing; imports substan-
tiallyy changed through the 1980s. At the beginning or rhe 1980s, other KU countries (es-
peciallyy Germany, Belgium and Italy) were the main exporters to rhe Dutch market. 
Theirr share declined, especially in the 1990s, from 66 percenr in 1983 ro 39 percent in 
1995,, mainly due to a decrease in German exports after the reunification of this coun-
try.. However, the proporrion of Southern European member states also declined. 

Otherr countries profited from this decline. The share of bar Easrern countries, 
whichh was already substantial in the beginning of rhe 1980s, rose to 33 percent of the 
total.. This growth was especially accounted for by a new generation of exporting 
countries,, amongst which China played an important role. I he share of the three old 
tigerss (Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan) in these imports was considerable, but 
wass strongly reduced oyer the decade. 

However,, two groups of countries located closer to the Netherlands also increased 
rheirr share in imports. NOII-HU Mediterranean states increased their share from 6 to 14 
percentt of total imports. Imports from Tunisia and Morocco, and particularly 1 urkey 
greww strongly. The share of the former Yugoslavia was large roo, even though the wars 
duringg the 1990s disrupted exports. Finally, during the 1990s, imports from Eastern 
Europee increased, especially from Poland and Hungary, Together these groups of 
countriess accounted for 38 percent of imports in 1996. Imports from Poland and 
Hungaryy for more than 70 percent took place as OPT; for 'Tunisia and Morocco this 
sharee was around 15 percent (Scheffer 1994: 103). 

TABLEE 3.17 Origin of Dutch clothing imports (in million US dollars and percent) 

year year 

total l 

ofof which: 

EUU 12 

Med.. Non-EU* 

ofof which: 

Turkey y 

Med.. EU 

East.. Eur. 

Farr East 

ofof which: 

HK,, Kor., Taiw. . 

** See table 3.18 

1983 1983 

1,954 4 

66 6 

6 6 

0.8 8 

15 5 

4 4 

20 0 

14 4 

1987 1987 

3,820 0 

67 7 

8 8 

2.8 8 

16 6 

3 3 

19 9 

12 2 

1990 1990 

4,776 6 

63 3 

8 8 

3.4 4 

14 4 

3 3 

23 3 

9 9 

1992 1992 

5,765 5 

58 8 

9 9 

4.3 3 

12 2 

6 6 

25 5 

11 1 

199S 199S 

5,005 5 

39 9 

14 4 

6.9 9 

11 1 

9 9 

33 3 

10 0 

Schefferr (1992: 56) concludes from these developments that '[i] t would seem that the 
relocationn is not from the Tar Tast to Europe but to the Mediterranean zone and 
Easternn Europe'. I his process has only been reinforced over the 1990s, with the rising 
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importss from Eastern Europe, and the continuing success or 1 urkey. Imports trom 
Turkeyy increased tremendously over the period from L'SS 15 million in 1985 to uss 
noo million in 1988, to uss 249 million in 1992 and t 'ss 348 million in 1995, a more 
thann twentv-fold increase (OHC;D). There was an especially large jump in imports 
betweenn 1991 and 1993, from L'ss 156 million to us$ 364 million, after which a small 
declinee set in. 

TABLEE 3.18 Or ig in of Dutch non-EU clothing imports (in mi l l ion US dollars and percent) 

19921992 1995 

2,4488 3,040 

222 23 

10.44 11.7 

133 15 
599 54 

255 18 

Med.. Non-EU: Turkey, (former) Yugoslavia, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Israel, Syria 

Med.. EU: Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal 

East.. Eur.: Poland, GDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Russia, Baltic States 

Farr East: Asia East of Afghanistan, minus the former Soviet Union and Japan 

HK,, Kor., Taiw.: Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan 

SourceSource OECD. 

Fromm interviews (Raes et al. forthcoming) as well as my survey it appears that this shift 
inn imports is in part connected to the presence of migrants in the Netherlands. Some 
firmss indicate that they use migrants in the Netherlands as sources of information for 
establishingg contacts with firms in, for instance, Turkey. In other cases the relation is 
evenn more straightforward, with migrant entrepreneurs in the Amsterdam contract-
clothingg industry moving their firms to Turkey or even Poland. The strong expansion 
off  imports from Turkey around the time that the decline in contract-clothing activity 
inn Amsterdam set in also points in a similar direction. 

Itt is important to try to connect this shift in the origin of imports to the total sup-
plyy of clothing to Dutch consumers. This means that I have to connect the preceding 
analysiss on the origin of imports to the discussion on developments in production of 
sectionn 3.3/ Figure 3.7 gives an indication as to how the supply of clothing shifted 
fromm different sources. That is, the supply of clothing to Dutch consumers during the 91 

1980ss came less and less from Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan, and more and 
moree from nearby countries outside the EL, as well as from new exporters in Asia. I his 
increasingg share of nearby countries also meant that the way imports were organised 
changed.. An increasing proportion took place under OPT arrangements. Until 1992, 
duee to the presence of unregistered firms in the Netherlands, the share of producers in 

year year 

total l 

ofof which: 

Med.. Non-EU 

ofof which: 

Turkey y 

East.Eur. . 

Farr East 

ofof which: 

HK,, Kor., Taiw. . 

1983 1983 

661 1 

17 7 

2.3 3 

13 3 

59 9 

41 1 

77 987 

1,279 9 

23 3 

8.4 4 

9 9 

58 8 

34 4 

1990 1990 

1,795 5 

22 22 

9.0 0 

9 9 

61 1 

24 4 
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thee Netherlands was relatively stable and only slowly declined. Between 1992 and 1995 
thee share of Dutch producers further declined, but not as sharply as would have been 
expectedd due to the enormous decline in unregistered production, since imports (and 
therebyy the total clothing market) experienced a strong drop after 1994. The share of 
EUU suppliers remained relatively stable over the 1980s, to decrease alter that. Nearby 
countriess - and OPT imports - continued to improve their position over the 1990s. 

FIGUREE 3.7 Supply of clothing to Dutch consumers from different origins (in percent) 

100%% r 1 \ 1 1 1 — 1 

19800 1992 1995 

Otherr = 1 
Otherr Asia = 2 
Hongg Kong, Taiwan, South Korea = 3 
Nearbyy countries = 4 
EUU = 5 
Netherlandss = 6 

ChangesChanges in means of transportation 

Mostt clothing imports enter the Netherlands by sea (see table 3.19). A large percentage 
off  these imports are destined for transit to other countries (especially Germany). 
However,, the share of transport by sea in imports directed to the domestic market in-
creasedd from 34 percent in 1980 to 37 percent in 1992, after having dropped to 27 per-
centt in the middle of the decade. These impotts by sea come mainly from South-East 

922 Asia. Transportation by sea takes a relatively long time (up to 50 days), although im-
provementss tluring the 1990s have succeeded in bringing shipping time back to ap-
proximatelyy 20 days (Raes 1996a: 79). This has slightly testoted the competitiveness of 
seaa traffic versus transport by road or air. Also, especially since the second half of the 
1980s,, the role of the Netherlands as a transit place fot clothing imports into Europe 
hass increased substantially. Transit mainly takes place for imports by sea. 
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TABLEE 3.19 Imports and transit of rlothing knitwear, and shoes to/from the Netherlands 

(inn tonnes) 

year/means year/means 

11 980* total 

byy air 

byy sea 

byy road 

19855 total 

byy air 

byy sea 

byy road 

19922 total 

byy air 

byy sea 

byy road 

** Data on 1980 do not include the import and transit from Belgium and Luxembourg. 

SourceSource CBS. 

Importss by road - from other European countries, Turkey as well as North Africa -
havee risen substantially. Even though the proportion in total imports (including tran-
sit)) decreased over the decade, the share in imports by road for the domestic marker 
increasedd from 52 percent in 1980 to 57 percent in 1992, after increasing to 66 percent 
inn 1985. Road transport from Southern and Eastern Europe takes between 3 and 5 
davs,, whereas a trip to North Africa can take place in between 6 and 20 days (Scheffer 
1992:: 66). From my survey it appears that delivery time for orders is between 1 and 2 
monthss for Turkey and between 2 and 4 weeks for Poland. 

Importss of clothing by air are still relatively limited and maintain a constant share 
off  between 4 and 5 percent of the total, even though there is a slight increase over the 
decadee from 4.3 percent in 1980 to 5.6 percent in 1992 (Raes 1996a)/' More than half 
off  these imports by air come from exporting countries in the Far F.ast (especially Hong 
Kong,, but also Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Thailand and Pakistan). I he 
otherr half predominantly comes from the i;s and Israel. Transport by air is much 
fasterr than the other means of transportation, though costs are also higher - according 
too Scheffer (1992) 7 to 12 percent higher than by ship. 

Onee can conclude from this then, that also in volume terms imports into the 
Netherlandss increased. In the first half of the 1980s road transport increased its share 93 
inn clothing imports to the domestic market, at the expense of transport by sea. 1 he-
secondd half of the decade saw a partial reversal of this process, although transport by 
roadd maintained its dominant share. Transportation by air holds a small share that has 
remainedd relatively constant over this period. There does exist therefore a tendency 
towardss using faster means of transportation (that is road or air transport instead of 

imports imports 

268,000 0 

11,627 7 

138,000 0 

96,584 4 

304,000 0 

10,162 2 

137,000 0 

146,000 0 

589,000 0 

33,040 0 

359,000 0 

193,000 0 

transit transit 

101,000 0 

4,217 7 

82,000 0 

9,926 6 

112,000 0 

3,921 1 

85,000 0 

19,500 0 

279,000 0 

17,252 2 

244,000 0 

15,000 0 
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sea)) for importing clothing to the Netherlands, which, however, became less prom-
inentt in the second half or the 1980s. The increase in speed was mainlv due to an 
increasee in road transport. Since the share of imports coming in bv air is small and 
stable,, this means that onlv a small part of imports from even the 'old tigers' in the Far 
Eastt enter the Netherlands by plane. Clothing exports of Hong Kong, South Korea 
andd I aiwan still predominantly go bv sea. Since air transportation is the onlv means 
byy which the Asian exports can compete on the quick response fashion market, it can 
bee concluded that this competition is still fairly limited. Proximitv, with its concomi-
tantt possibility of transportation bv road, still stands as a substantial advantage. 

ChangesChanges in the origin of imports of different categories of clothing products 

Inn the analysis of changes in the origin of clothing imports so far, I have calculated 
countryy shares for the total value of clothing imports. However, different countries 
concentratee on exports of different clothing articles, and as a consequence, changes in 
thee orisrin of clothing imports are also connected to chanties in the characteristics of 

O o ff  o 

apparell  upon which different countries concentrate. As Van Leeuwen (1997) shows, it 
iss hard to account for such differentiation in clothing products from trade statistics. 
Categoriess of the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) allow for the dis-
tinctionn of products on a detailed functional level, but provide hardly any information 
onn the quality of products in a broader sense. As such it is hard to measure qualitative 
upgradingg or downgrading of a country's exports. The best available measurement is 
thee unit value of different categories of clothing, based on the assumption that a rela-
tivelyy high value per volume (data on which both are available in trade statistics) indi-
catess a higher quality of a product. A higher unit value for imports of an article from 
say,, Turkey as compared to India, would reflect a higher quality of the garment from 
'II  urkev. Van Leeuwen (1997: 138) shows how the unit value of imports from the lead-
ingg developing countries has increased since the 1960s. For woven apparel most 
noticablyy it has doubled between 1966 and 1984. He also compares the development 
off  unit values of imports from Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan, with those of 
Czechoslovakia,, Hungary and Poland. His conclusion is that in the first half of the 
ig^oss unit values for F.astern European countries were higher than for the Asian tigers, 
butt that the tigers caught up around 1980. After 1986 they were surpassed by Eastern 
Europee again. Both groups of countries competed more and more in the same market 
segmentt of clothing, but after 1986 the unit value of imports from Eastern F.urope 
becamee higher (1997: 155). 

Schcfferr (1992) shows how the price of imports into the Netherlands in 1989 differs 
forr different supplying countries. Whereas imports from other Kt' countries generally 

944 are in the high price category, the price for imports from the Old tigers (Hong Kong, 
Southh Korea and Taiwan) on average is similar to that of imports from the Mediterra-
neann and F.astern F.urope. 1'he price of imports from new suppliers in Asia is much 
lower.. He concludes that 'complex products with a high fashion content and which 
doo have higher than average value, are predominantly produced bv leading Asian sup-
plierss and by countries nearby' (1992: 62). From his data it appears that whereas, for 
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importss of women's outerwear, the price for South and Eastern hurope is on average 
lowerr than for the Asian tigers, for mens outerwear (with the exception of coats), the 
situationn is reversed. 

Thesee data however either only give an impression for one year (Scheffer) or are 
limitedd to certain groups of countries (Van Leeuwen). To broaden this analysis 1 
calculatedd from import statistics for the 22 largest clothing exporting countries what 
thee unit value for imports was in the Netherlands of five clothing items in three differ-
entt years (1980, 1985, 1990).' The results are presented in tables 3.20a, 3.20b and 3.20c. 

TABLEE 3.20a Indices for unit value of imports in the Netherlands from different origins 

(averagee value/volume - 100), 1980 

country/site country/site 

FRC C 

Italy y 

Tunisia a 

Turkey y 

Yugoslavia a 

Hongg Kong 

S.. Korea 

Indonesia a 

Macao o 

Thailand d 

** See table 3.20c 

842* 842* 

179 9 

123 3 

73 3 

--
116 6 

73 3 

73 3 

35 5 

72 72 

--

843 843 

153 3 

97 7 

67 7 

--
--
58 8 

45 5 

--
40 0 

--

844 844 

132 2 

125 5 

92 2 

--
108 8 

100 100 

93 3 

--
63 3 

72 72 

845 845 

164 4 

88 8 

--
--

107 7 

70 0 

44 4 

--
64 4 

--

846 846 

143 3 

91 1 

--
--

232 2 

80 0 

80 0 

--
93 3 

65 5 

TABLEE 3.20b Indices for unit value of imports in the Netherlands from different origins 

(averagee value/volume = 100), 1985 

country/site country/site 

FRC C 

Italy y 

Tunisia a 

Turkey y 

Yugoslavia a 

Hongg Kong 

S.. Korea 

Indonesia a 

Macao o 

Thailand d 

** See table 3.20c 

842* 842* 

147 7 

107 7 

67 7 

73 3 

95 5 

93 3 

88 8 

--
66 6 

--

843 843 

151 1 

105 5 

--
46 6 

76 76 

75 5 

61 1 

--
--

66 6 

844 844 

115 5 

152 2 

134 4 

40 0 

107 7 

106 6 

106 6 

60 0 

70 0 

87 7 

845 845 

154 154 

105 5 

--
55 5 

82 2 

105 5 

62 62 

--
90 0 

59 9 

846 846 

114 114 

82 2 

--
74 4 

78 8 

101 1 

95 5 

--
117 7 

91 1 
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TABLEE 3.20c Indices for unit value of imports in the Netherlands f rom different origins 

(averagee vatue/volume = 100), 1 990 

country/site country/site 

FRG G 

Italy y 

Tunisia a 

Turkey y 

Yugoslavia a 

Hongg Kong 

S.. Korea 

Indonesia a 

Macao o 

Thailand d 

842 842 

175 5 

114 4 

72 2 

100 0 

--
72 72 

96 6 

65 5 

48 8 

73 3 

843 843 

190 0 

132 2 

48 8 

66 6 

--
73 3 

86 6 

55 5 

--
64 4 

844 844 

133 3 

125 5 

80 0 

92 2 

--
98 8 

91 1 

68 8 

100 100 

90 0 

845 845 

163 3 

127 7 

--
82 2 

--
88 8 

58 8 

47 7 

87 7 

59 9 

846 846 

147 7 

105 5 

--
97 7 

--
96 6 

90 0 

64 4 

102 2 

89 9 

8422 - men's outerwear, not knitted 

8433 = women's outerwear, non knitted 

8444 = under garments, non knitted 

8455 = outerwear, knitted 

8466 = under garments, knitted 

SourceSource UN. 
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Sincee the UN has stopped publishing trade statistics that include data on commodities 
//Woriginn of imports, for the 1990s I have used data from the CBS on five large prod-
uctss groups. 

Inn a similar way as in table 3.20 J have tried to calculate indices for the unit value for 
importss of different clothing articles from different countries in 1994 (see table 3.21). 

Fromm tables 3.20 and 3.2.1 it can be concluded that the unit value of imports from Cer-
manyy and Italy is on average much higher than that of other imporrs. The unit value 
off  imports from Mediterranean non-member states was, on average, lower. Turkev 
andd Tunisia most notably held unit values substantially under the average in the be-
ginningg of the 1980s; Yugoslavia already competed in imports with a higher unit value. 
Duringg the 1980s, Turkey in particular managed to upgrade its exports to the extent 
thatt by 1990 it was comparable to that of Hong Kong, and in 1994, for some products, 
itt even equalled that of r.u exports. The successor states of Yugoslavia also upgraded 
theirr exports, whereas 1 unisia remained in the lower gamma products. Imports from 
Easternn hurope had according to Van Leeuwen surpassed the unit value of the exports 
off  the Asian tigers by 1986.,s As can be seen in table 3.20, bv 1994 the unit value of 
Poland'ss exports surpassed Asia even more, and more than equalled that of Turkev. 
Forr Hungary the situation is less conclusive. Corporate Intelligence (1997b: 64) con-
firmss that Eastern European countries such as Slovenia, Croatia, Hungarv, Poland 
andd the Czech Republic, have invested in improving producrivitv and upgraded pro-
ductionn to less labour intensive products. As ro imports from Asia, Hong Kong and 
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Duringg the decade they slowly upgraded their exports. Ram Khanna (1998: 84) points 
outt that Poland (22.84 E CU Per kilo), Romania (19.53 E CU Per kilo), Tunisia (18.83 
ECUU per kilo), Morocco (17.60 ECU per kilo), Hong Kong (17.58 ECU per kilo) and 
Turkeyy (17.10 ECU per kilo) all compete in the higher price categories of EU imports." 
Att the bottom end of the market, with lowest unit value, a game of musical chairs for 
neww exporters took place. Whereas Indonesia and Thailand were the lowest unit value 
supplierss at the beginning of the 1980s, by the 1990s this position had been taken over 
byy countries like Bangladesh and China. Since the second half of the 1980s, therefore, 
thee unit value of imports from nearby countries more than equals that of imports 
fromm the old tigers, whereas new Asian exporters keep entering the market at the low-
estt unit value side. 

TABLEE 3.21 Indices for unit value of imports in the Netherlands from different origins 

(averagee value/volume = 100), 1994 

country/code country/code 

FRG G 

Italy y 

Turkey y 

Tunisia a 

Croatia a 

Poland d 

Hungary y 

Hongg Kong 

S.. Korea 

Indonesia a 

Thailand d 

Macao o 

China a 

Bangladesh h 

610910000 610910000 

113 3 

172 2 

167 7 

84 4 

100 100 

149 9 

58 8 

106 6 

109 9 

107 7 

101 1 

146 6 

62 2 

47 7 

620S2000 620S2000 

136 6 

194 194 

144 4 

112 2 

158 8 

121 1 

--
109 9 

104 104 

81 1 

107 7 

157 7 

72 2 

42 2 

620442000 620442000 

148 8 

291 1 

133 3 

86 6 

--
164 4 

196 6 

121 1 

--
68 8 

52 2 

--
65 5 

--

620342310 620342310 

123 3 

108 8 

84 4 

72 2 

--
104 104 

--
49 9 

--
46 6 

42 2 

57 7 

40 0 

36 6 

620640000 620640000 

159 9 

118 8 

116 6 

36 6 

147 7 

90 0 

134 4 

91 1 

--
92 2 

40 0 

--
102 2 

--

6109100000 = tshirts, cotton, knitted 
6204420000 = dresses, cotton, not knitted 
6205200000 = men's and boys' shirts, cotton, not knitted 
620342311 0 = men's and boys', long trousers, denim, not knitted 
6206400000 = women's and girls' blouses, man made fibres, not knitted 
SourceSource CBS. 
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Thee above analysis of differences in unit value, however, still gives only a rough idea of 
productt differentiation, juxtaposing a higher unit value with a higher quality. A high 
unitt value or import price, however, may reflect a whole range of product characteris-
tics.. It mav reflect differences in material used; it mav reflect differences in human 
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capitall  or technology with which the production took place; it mav reflect transporta-
tionn costs; and finally it may reflect the fashion content of the product. Qualitv in the 
clothingg industry consists of at least three components: technical quality (quality of 
fabric,, quality of sewing etc.), fashion quality (design, fashion content etc.), and com-
merciall  quality (service proyided etc.) (I.afeber 1990). Here I wil l concentrate on the 
firstt two aspects of quality. 

11 he fashion aspect has become more and more important during the 1980s. A 
higherr fashion content often goes with a higher price per unit since on the one hand 
consumerss mav he willin g to pay a higher price for clothing that is in fashion at a cer-
tainn moment, and on the other hand risks for producers and retailers in making and 
sellingg fashionable clothing are higher, which is reflected in a higher price, FENKCON 
(1994a:: is) points out that in vv countries the price of fashionable garments is between 
200 and 30 percent higher than of less fashionable clothing. In some cases, as far as unit 
valuee is concerned, the two product characteristics, technical qualitv and fashion con-
tentt may even equal out: A high technical qualitv, low fashion content 'classic gar-
mentt mav have the same unit value as a highly fashionable, medium qualitv article.' 
Ass such the discussion on the unit value of garments brings me back to the typology of 
clothingg of table 3.14. 

Onn the basis of this table I want to try to combine the analysis of the origin of im-
portss and supply of clothing with that of the characteristics of the products involved 
andd their unit value and fashion content.'' My contention is that the supply of cloth-
ingg from different sources corresponds to a different position in table 3.14. Changes in 
thee composition of demand for clothing, that is, changes in the relative share of each 
off  the 6 positions, correspond with changes in the source of the garments, that is, 
wheree the garments come from. As I have pointed out in the previous section, an im-
portantt aspect of this change in demand was the increasing fashion content of cloth-
ingg over the 1980s, leading to a shift upwards in the table. As a result positions number 
22 and 3 have become more important at the expense of positions number 4 and 5. The 
supplyy of clothing has changed to adapt to these new conditions. 

Att the beginning of the 1980s position 1 was supplied bv F,U producers, still focus-
ingg exclusively on the rich and famous. I he same counts for position 4, though fash-
ionn is less important for this segment. 1 his is the position that the Dutch industry has 
traditionallyy focused upon and where other European producers plav an important 
role.. Clothing corresponding to position 5 also came from Dutch and Et' suppliers, al-
thoughh the more established Asian suppliers had already made inroads into this mar-
kett segment. I he Asian suppliers around 1980 still mainly focused on position 6. As to 
positionss 2 and 3, around 1980 these market segments were still relatively small (as 
comparedd to the late 1980s). Italy and Germany plaved an important role in the higher 
qualityy lines of position 2. for position 3, supply came from a number of nearbv coun-

988 tries that in subcontracting produced for the Dutch market. The contract-clothing 

firmss in Amsterdam established in the first half of the 1980s catered for this market 
segmentt as well. 

11 his pattern of supply had changed in important wavs bv the beginning of the 
1990s.. In haute couture. New York and Tokyo had won a place next to the established 
Europeann centres of fashion. At the bottom end of the market (position 6), a new 
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erouDD of Asian suppliers mm e rn rhc fore. I he Amsterdam contract-clothing firms 
stilll  produced for the low quality fashion market of position number 3, although due 
too strong competition among these firms they extended their activities to the lesser 
fashionablee positions 5 and even 6. In position 3 they experienced competition from a 
growingg group of nearby countries, especially in the Mediterranean. From my survey 
itt appears that imports from Mediterranean and Hastern European countries were 
concentratedd in the moderate to high fashion range, with an average quality. I he 
higherr quality fashion and classic market of positions 2 and 4 remained the domain of 
Europeann producers. Imports from other KU countries mainly consisted of branded 
clothing,, and to a lesser extent, of private-label goods for large retail chains (Corporate 
Intelligencee 1997b: 63). The share of positions number 4 and 5 in the clothing market 
hadd shrunk, however, to the benefit of positions 2 and 3. The established Asian produ-
cerss that had lost ground in position 6, managed to upgrade the quality of their prod-
uctt to position 5, whereas when air transportation was used they also managed to com-
petee in position number 2. However, as we have seen, the share of clothing imported 
bvv plane did not rise markedly over the 1980s. From my survey it appears that they 
rarelyy compete for higher fashion markets. 

TABLEE 3.22 Three patterns of clothing supply 

year year 

1980 1980 

1992 1992 

1997 1997 

positionposition 1 position 2 position 3 position 4 position 5 position 6 

Paris s 
London n 
Milan n 

Paris s 
London n 
Milan n 
Neww York 
Tokyo o 

Paris s 
London n 
Milan n 
Neww York 
Tokyo o 

Italy y 
Germany y 

Italy y 
Germany y 
France e 
Hongg Kong 
Southh Korea 

Italy y 
Germany y 
France e 
Turkey y 
Morocco o 
Croatia a 
Hongg Kong 
Southh Korea 

Amsterdam m 
Yugoslavia a 
Tunisia a 
Poland d 

Amsterdam m 
Turkey y 
Morocco o 
Tunisia a 

(Amsterdam) ) 
Turkey y 
Poland d 
Morocco o 
Tunisia a 
Croatia a 

Netherlands s 
Germany y 
Italy y 

Netherlands s 
Germany y 
Belgium m 
Italy y 

Netherlands s 
Germany y 
Belgium m 
Italy y 
Hongg Kong 
Southh Korea 

Netherlands s 
Germany y 
Belgium m 
Italy y 

Amsterdam m 
Hongg Kong 
Southh Korea 

Hongg Kong 
Southh Korea 
China a 
Indonesia a 
India a 

Hongg Kong 
Southh Korea 

Amsterdam m 
Thailand d 
Indonesia a 
China a 
India a 

Bangladesh h 
Vietnam m 
China a 
India a 

Afterr 1992 the pattern of supply changed again. Again new Asian suppliers came up 
inn position 6. The process of upgrading of supply enabled the established Asian sup-
plierss to compete in positions 4 and 5, and via air transport in position 2. Some of the 
neww Asian exporters also competed for the higher quality of position 5. As to nearby 
countries,, Eastern European countries became more important as suppliers of cloth-
ingg in the lower quality fashion market of position 3. Some Mediterranean producers 
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upgradedd the quality or their product and starred competing, under subcontracting 
arrangements,, for position 2. European producers as a result relt increasing competi-
tion,, concentrating more and more on the classic high quality segment of position 3, 
andd on the fashionable segments or position 2, but facing a serious reduction in mar-
kett share. The Amsterdam contract-clothing firms were strongly reduced in number 
amidstt this increasing competition, the remaining firms catering for the low quality 
fashionablefashionable market segment or position 3 again. These changes are summarised in 
tablee 3.22. 

Conclusion Conclusion 

Inn this section I have shown how imports of clothing in the Netherlands have con-
tinuedd to rise during the 1980s, even if at a slower pace than before. However, the ori-
ginn of clothing imports has changed. At the expense of t.t; exports and exports from 
Hongg Kong, South Korea and Taiwan, Mediterranean and Eastern European export-
erss have improved their market share. In terms of extra EU imports this has therefore 
ledd to a shift of imports in the direction of the Dutch consumer. This process is all the 
moree important since it took place in particular segments of the clothing market. 
II  hese more fashionable segments have grown in importance over the 1980s. As was 
thee case in section 3.4, migration played a role in these changes, migrants fulfillin g an 
informationn function for Dutch companies, as well as setting up firms in their home 
countryy (or elsewhere) to supply to Dutch customers. 

3.66 Conclusion: A new spatial organisation of production: 
regionalisationn and globalisation of clothing supply 

^  ̂Indeed, even though there is a powerful trend towards the globalisation 
ofof branding with internationalpowerbrauds such as Heiueken, 

BenettonBenetton and Swatch consolidating their positions on a world basis, 
thethe constant broadening of consumer tastes means that opportunities 
constantlyconstantly arise for innovative, differentiated brands, most of which 

startstart life as niche brand markets in local markets.' 

(Murphyy 1994: 253) 

Inn this chapter I have analysed the changing pattern of clothing supply to the Dutch 
consumer.. After the 1960s this consumer increasingly dressed in garments that were 
manufacturedd elsewhere. As a result, the clothing industry in the Netherlands and 

1000 other El' member states experienced a crisis in production and employment. Imports 
increasedd rapidly, especially from East Asia. As such a runaway of European clothing 
productionn took place.4 

II  his pattern changed, however, after 1980. The decline in the registered clothing 
industryy became less severe. In terms of the number of firms, the number of workers 
andd the value of production there was SL recovery of the sector over the 1980s and earlv 
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off  most of" these firms often is not included in official statistics on the sector, which 
leadss to an underestimation of the recovery of the sector. In the Netherlands, after 
19922 the number of these firms started to decline again. 

Ass to imports, no substantial fall in the value of imports could be found, apart 
fromm a slow down in the beginning of the 1980s, and a drop in the mid 1990s. The 
originn of imports ^//V/change, however. Mediterranean and Eastern European coun-
triess established a stronger position, increasing competition for the Amsterdam 
contract-clothingg firms/' New Asian countries entered the market to the detriment 
off  the 'old tigers'. Lastly imports from other F.U countries decreased in importance. 
Inn less fashionable market segments Asian prodticers more and more outcompeted 
EL'' suppliers, whereas in the fashionable segments nearby producers improved their 
position. . 

Itt remains questionable if this process of changes in the spatial organisation of pro-
ductionduction can be conceived of as a process of're-runaway. A process of re-runaway would 
entaill  an increased production of clothing in the Netherlands, to the detriment of im-
portss of clothing. As I have pointed out, production in the Netherlands in the 1980s 
andd early 1990s did recover from the severe crisis in the 1960s and 1970s, but this pro-
cesss did not lead to a strong rise in market share in the consumption of clothing by 
domesticc producers. It was not of a long-term nature (considering that production 
declinedd again after 1992), nor was it accompanied by a reduction in imports. As such 
re-runawayre-runaway seems to be the wrong label for developments in the pattern of clothing 
supply.444 Particularly in the more standardised segments of the market the imports 
havee become more and more global in origin, making globalisation a better label for 
whatt is occurring in clothing. 

However,, in my opinion the pattern of clothing supply /^fundamentally changed 
sincee 1980. What does seem to be the case is a process that can be described as a run-
ningning hack of supply towards the Dutch consumer. Such a process encompasses the 
re-emergencee of clothing firms in the Netherlands, but also the shift in the origin of 
importss to countries nearer to the Dutch consumer. It was concentrated in the more 
fashionablee market segments of the industry, leading to the stratification of the supply 
off  clothing for different market segments in different origins. This running back can 
bee described as a process of regionalisation of clothing supply: a tendency for produc-
tionn to take place closer to the consumer again. Such a region then encompasses not 
onlvv the Netherlands and the EU, but also the countries that border the EU, in Eastern 
Europee and the Mediterranean. Migration and qualitative changes in demand have 
playedd an important role in this. 

GlobalisationGlobalisation and regionalisation then, exist next to each other. In the next chapters I 
wil ll  try to explain why this process took place. 101 
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